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ABSRACT  

Inspired by the development of corporate social responsibility and stakeholder 

engagement,	  this research paper adopts the concept of fringe stakeholder engagement 

(FSE) introduced by Hart and Sharma (2004). Derived from the ‘base of the pyramid 

principle’ this research paper attempts to further develop the concept and offer 

valuable insights in a more developed context. Moreover, this particular research 

approach attempts to make a theoretical contribution through an analytical 

generalization on FSE. This study provides an in-depth understanding of the 

motivations that drive fringe stakeholder engagement and scrutinizes ‘The Principle 

of Who and What Really Counts’ (Freeman, 1994). Through the theoretical constructs 

of stakeholder engagement (Freeman, 1984), notion of social construct (Rowley, 

1997), and resource-based view (Grant, 1991) a single-embedded case study on the 

construction of the Noord/Zuidlijn is conducted. The research includes semi-

structured interviews to gain in-depth knowledge and good insiders perspective on 

FSE, supplemented with other documental evidence. The results illustrate that fringe 

stakeholder engagement creates value for organizations through improving 

relationships and funding goodwill, managing change, and stimulating continuous 

learning and growth. Further, the evidence provides an explanation between FSE and 

competitive imagination, yet no description or link for creating competitive 

advantage. This study confirms the initial value of fringe stakeholders by Hart and 

Sharma (2004) in a more developed context and provides an analytical generalization 

for the theory of FSE. Altogether, This research approach makes a theoretical 

contribution through making a statistical generalization on FSE in a developed 

context and a practical contribution through illustrating the value of FSE in a 

developed context.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Increasingly, multinational corporations cannot know in advance the knowledge that 

is required for competing successfully … the knowledge needed to generate unique 

and disruptive ideas often lies outside the organization (Hart and Sharma, 2004, p.8). 

 

Over the past sixty years, organizations are faced with the challenge to operate in an 

economic, environmental, and social sustainable manner. In this interconnected 

economy it is becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish which knowledge is 

needed to ensure long-term performance. Ensuring long-term performance requires 

organizations to facilitate economic, social and environmental challenges. These 

social and environmental policies are commonly referred to as Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR). Studies have explored and developed this area of research 

(Kotter and Heskett, 1992; Creyer and Cross, 1995; Sen et al., 2005; Du et al, 2007; 

Klein and Dawar, 2014) and all highlight the importance of CSR and the significant 

increase in correlation between responsible business practices and national economic 

competitiveness. Yet, despite its acknowledgment (Bowen, 1953), only recently, more 

and more companies are making CSR a priority rather than a “hypocritical window-

dressing” program (Friedman, 1970).  

 Organizations have previously been too narrowly focused on optimizing short-

term financial performance and neglected opportunities that determine long-term 

success. The development of communications technology impedes organizations to 

operate in secrecy where any action or perceived action taken, has an immediate 

impact on a widespread of stakeholders. Consequently, the interaction between 

companies and various stakeholders has become and integral part of CSR. Engaging 

various stakeholders enables organizations to influence and understand societal 

concerns. It encourages stakeholders to interact in a two-way dialogue. In other 

words, stakeholder engagement (SE) is a structured approach that facilitates the needs 

and views of stakeholders. This view is reflected in the following statement where, for 

an organization to survive and grow, it must commence on policies that deliver 

benefits to the groups from which they derive their power (Shocker and Sethi, 1973).  

As the notion of SE progressed, the popularity of the ‘stakeholders’ concept 

came embedded in academic literature and management thinking (Mitchell et al., 

1997). Yet, despite the fact that SE is a vital component in influencing and 
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understanding the expectations of stakeholders, there is no clear distinction on what 

Freeman (1994) calls “The Principle of Who or What Really Counts.” Meaning, who 

(or what) are the stakeholders and to whom (or what) do organizations focus on. 

Mitchell et al. (1997) demonstrate that most companies tend to primarily focus on 

‘known, powerful, or salient’ stakeholders: those that have a direct impact on the 

firm. In contrast, Hart and Sharma (2004) argue that is approach is inadequate and 

claim that for an organization to survive and compete, valuable knowledge is required 

– which often lies outside the organization. Therefore rather than solely focusing on 

salient or powerful stakeholders, organizations must integrate the knowledge of 

‘fringe’ stakeholders: disconnected from the firm because they are remote, weak, or 

currently disinterested.  

Although extant research has been devoted to cross-sector collaborations 

(Austin, 2000; Selsky and Parker, 2005; Nijhof et al., 2008; Seitandi and Crane, 2009) 

little is focused on the collaborations between organizations and fringe stakeholders 

(Hart and Sharma, 2004) or indigenous groups (Murphy and Arenas, 2010). Despite 

this limit, the topic remains to many highly inquisitive (Mitchell, 1997; Manetti, 

2011; Edelenbos et al., 2014). This is especially evident in ‘The Principle of Who and 

What Really Counts”, which is based on the assumption that organizations simply 

cannot attend to all stakeholders’ needs and concerns. This narrow conception of SE 

is scrutinized and therefore this paper adopts the encompassing view of FSE by Hart 

and Sharma (2004). 

This report subjects the competing views of stakeholder identification and 

prioritization and assesses SE in a new light. The general framework in which this 

research report belongs is the field of CSR with specific focus on SE.  

Acknowledging the view of FSE introduced by Hart and Sharma (2004), this research 

has its own interpretation and focuses on investigating FSE in a developed context; 

the construction of the Noord/Zuidlijn. The research attempts to make an analytical 

generalization and create a foundation for statistical generalization. Ultimately this 

research is designed to answer the question:  

 

What value can the project bureau of the Noord/Zuidlijn create by engaging with 

their fringe stakeholders?  
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That is, as previously mentioned, a different interpretation of FSE introduced by Hart 

and Sharma (2004). This research compares the results of the Noord/Zuidlijn case 

with the previously developed theory. The research recognizes the base of the 

pyramid as the breeding ground for FSE and assesses the value of FSE with a 

different interpretation. Yet, since FSE is still in its infancy, certain concepts must be 

explored before the actual research question can be answered. The sub-questions 

derived from this research are the following:  

 

1. What is the evolution of CSR and the importance of SE in ensuring long-term 

performance?  

2. How is stakeholder theory defined and what constitutes different types of 

stakeholders?  

3. What are the motivations to engage stakeholders, current SE approaches 

employed by the Noord/Zuidlijn; are fringe stakeholders incorporated?  

4. How is SE executed in the construction of the Noord/Zuidlijn, have there been 

major alterations in the engagement strategy, why?   

5. What are the views on FSE derived from the case study and what lessons can 

be learned from the different approaches employed by the Noord/Zuidlijn?  

 

To conclude, this research paper does not take the perspective of multinationals, 

rather, it acknowledges the potential value of FSE derived from the base of the 

pyramid principle and assesses FSE in a different context.  

 

1.2 Practical & Academic Implications  

The interest for this topic has emerged from the disciplinary priority of stakeholder 

engagement. From a managerial perspective this research enables a more profound 

understanding of producing competitive advantage through engaging with fringe 

stakeholders within a CSR context. One of the main questions that still overshadows’ 

stakeholder management is the identification and prioritization of stakeholders 

(Clarkson, 1995; Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Carroll; 1999). Subsequently, 

although management is currently witnessing a significant increase in stakeholder 

models and theories (Winn, 2001), Manetti (2011) claims they are still very far from 

an effective engagement. In response, this research acknowledges the view of FSE by 
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Hart and Sharma (2004) and seeks to understand whether FSE has significant value in 

a different context.  

From a theoretical perspective this research will firstly provide a 

comprehensive overview of the existing literature that determine FSE. A conceptual 

model based on the theories of Freeman (1984), Rowley (1997), and Grant (1991) is 

developed to assess the potential value created by fringe stakeholders. The model is 

motivated by the notion of stakeholder social capital and combines the learning of 

social construct, broad stakeholder view, and Resource Bases View (RBV) – and 

signals which investments should be made that allow value –creating engagement 

strategies. Through this understanding new insights are gained on the efficacy and 

context of FSE. The literature shows that FSE originates from the bottom of the 

pyramid (Hart and Sharma, 2004). Thus, due to its infancy, this paper will act as a 

cornerstone for statistical generalizations. Regardless of the outcome, the analysis will 

determine to which extent academics should research in FSE and why they see value 

or no value. This research will act as a foundation for new value creation 

opportunities, a better understanding of today’s dynamic stakeholder environment, 

and a field of new strategies that can be explored for future research. 

 

This research will proceed as follows: first, the paper starts of with a literature review. 

This chapter provides the background and existing literature on FSE.  Second, the 

conceptual model is developed, proposed by the literature to examine the value 

created by fringe stakeholders. Third, the methodology is described, this chapter 

outlines the how the research will be conducted. Fourth, the results are presented and 

thereafter a conclusion and discussion takes place to critically analyze FSE with its 

characteristics proposed in the conceptual model. Finally, the implications for future 

research are discussed.  
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

FSE is expressed as the expansion of CSR and SE. By offering the opportunity for 

organizations to create sustainable economic advantage, encourage innovation, and 

improve both economic and social business practices, engaging with fringe 

stakeholders realizes this best.  

As noted earlier, CSR and SE have been extensively developed.  To successfully 

integrate the next development of SE, the literature review establishes what research 

has previously been conducted and leads to refined, insightful views about the 

potential benefit when engaging with fringe stakeholders. The amount of literature on 

CSR and SE is copious and therefore the literature reviewed in this report represents 

and accurate representation of what has been investigated.  

The first section reviews the evolution and current landscape of CSR, which 

illustrates the significance of SE. Subsequently the second section reviews 

stakeholder theory and subdivides broad vs. narrow view and social construct. The 

next section reviews stakeholder engagement and its management styles followed by 

the RBV of firm. Finally, fringe stakeholders are introduced and reviewed through the 

different characteristics proposed by the theories. Ultimately, the theoretical 

framework is the basis for the conceptual model and interview questions developed 

for the analysis section.  

 

2.1 Evolution of Corporate Social Responsibility  

The idea of CSR is certainly not new in the business. With a long and diverse history 

in the literature, Howard R. Bowen (1953) marks the beginning of CSR (Caroll, 

1999). As the concept of CSR developed it came evident on how difficult it was to 

exercise (Caroll, 1999). This came more apparent when Milton Friedman (1970) 

advocated that social responsibility of business was to maximize profits and social or 

environmental concerns would only decrease its returns. Friedman, who follows the 

classical economic doctrine of a free market, claimed that “businessmen believe that 

they are defending free enterprise when they declaim that business is not only 

concerned with profit but also with promoting desirable social ends; that business has 

a social conscience, however, … in fact they are- or would be if they or anyone else 

took them seriously- preaching pure and unadulterated socialism … businessmen who 

talk this way are unwitting puppets of the intellectual forces that have been 
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undermining the basis of a free society these past decades” (p.1). Friedman asserts 

that the individuals who are to be responsible are the businessmen, or corporate 

executives employed by the shareholders of the organization. These corporate 

executives have a moral obligation as an agent to serve the interests of its principal, 

where in most cases the primary goal is profit maximization. However, this 

justification will wane if the corporate executive decides to act for social purposes or 

any other purpose that does not serve the interest of its principal. Furthermore, who is 

to say that the corporate executive (who is an expert in running his company) can 

spend its stockholders’ money on social purposes (where he or she has no expertise)? 

Hence, social responsibility “forces people to be responsible for their own actions and 

makes it difficult for them to exploit other people for either selfish or unselfish 

purposes. They can do good- but only at their own expense” (p.4). These shortsighted 

practices harm free society and external forces must curb the market, “where political 

mechanisms, not market mechanisms, are the appropriate approach to determine the 

allocation of scarce resources to alternative uses” (Friedman, as cited by Caroll, 

1999). This exemplifies how difficult it is to exercise CSR, yet despite the resistance 

towards Friedman’s doctrine, his philosophy still administrates today’s business 

environment.  

To illustrate, a more recent article by Porter and Kramer (2011) provides proof 

of Friedman’s philosophy, where “a narrow conception of capitalism has prevented 

business from harnessing its full potential to meet society’s broader challenges… 

capitalism is an unparalleled vehicle for meeting human needs, improving efficiency, 

creating jobs, and building wealth” (p. 64). Business is the underlying cause of social, 

environmental, and economic problems where organizations are flourishing at the 

expense of the broader community; establishing a relationship between capitalism and 

society with too much emphasis on optimizing short-term performances and 

neglecting long-term opportunities.  

Despite this resistance, there is evidence that CSR provides benefits. 

According to Du et al. (2007), “positive CSR beliefs held by consumers are associated 

not only with greater purchase likelihood but also with long-term loyalty and 

advocacy behaviors” (p.224). Another study found that through increased social 

awareness, stakeholders had a significant higher intent to commit personal resources 

(Sen et al., 2005). Creyer and Cross (1995) claim that engaging with stakeholders 
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creates awareness and effective communication, which ultimately creates value for 

the firm both economically and socially. Even in product-harm crisis, CSR has a 

strong and direct impact on consumer’s brand evaluations and purchasing intentions 

(Klein and Dawar, 2004). Moreover, Kotter and Heskett (1992), showed that over an 

eleven-year period, stakeholder oriented companies reported four times the growth in 

sales and eight times the growth in employment. Consequently, it appears that when 

an organization shows commitment, through policy and practice, it is acting 

responsibly towards multiple stakeholders.  

As a result, the idea of CSR appears to be reflected in multiple theoretical and 

managerial discussions that claim: “not only doing good the right thing to do, but it 

also leads to doing better” (Bhattacharya and Sen, 2007, p.9). Yet as illustrated, many 

organizations tend to struggle with this effort. This may be a result of how CSR has 

developed and perceived. One step forward is the well-accepted belief that CSR 

enables an organization to meet their stakeholders’ needs and concerns.  

 
2.2 Role of Stakeholder Engagement in Corporate Social Responsibility  

As Porter and Kramer (2011) illustrated earlier: the narrow conception of capitalism 

focuses on immediate cost savings whereas a broad view justifies CSR initiatives 

when they produce direct and indirect links to firm performance. This view is 

supported by Carroll and Shabana (2010) who assert “the advantage of the broad view 

over the narrow view is that it allows the firm to benefit from CSR opportunities, it … 

enables the firm to enhance competitive advantage and create a win-win relationship 

with its stakeholders, in addition to realizing gains from cost and risk reduction, 

legitimacy, and reputation benefits, which are realized through the narrow view, … 

the broad view acknowledges the complex and interrelated nature of the relationship 

between CSR and firm financial performance” (p.101). The best strategy is the one 

that demonstrate a convergence between economic and social goals. Suggesting, that 

if an organization wishes to formulate a successful CSR strategy, it must understand 

the benefits of CSR, especially the construct of stakeholder influence capacity 

(Barnett, 2007). An organization will only be able to differentiate itself through 

synergistic value creation between them and their stakeholders. 

 Evidently, SE is an integral part of CSR (Kotter and Heskett, 1992; Creyer and 

Cross, 1995; Sen et al., 2005; Du et al, 2007; Barnett, 2007; Dahlsrud, 2008; Klein 
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and Dawar, 2014) and a legitimate tool to influence the expectations of stakeholders 

(Swift et al., 2001; Campbell, 2003). According to Phillips (1997), the organization 

has the obligation to its stakeholders: “stakeholder status as here conceived indicates 

the presence of an additional obligation over and above that due other simply by 

virtue of being human (Phillips, 1997, p.54).  

 Besides these views, the role of SE is also reflected definition of CSR. As 

noted in 3.1 CSR had one common weakness: the translation of justifications to an 

actual strategy. None of the justifications helped an organization to identify, 

prioritize, and address the social issues that impact the organization and society the 

most. This created an uncoordinated set of activities that do not provide any valuable 

contribution to an organization’s economic performance or society. Dahlsrud (2008) 

gives a comprehensive overview of all thirty-seven definitions covering a time span 

of twenty years. A method of emergent coding was incorporated to analyze the 

definitions, where it came quickly apparent that many of the definitions were referring 

to many of the same dimensions of CSR. The dimensions included, (a) the 

environment dimension which refers to the natural environment; (b) the social 

dimension which focuses on the relationship between business and society; (c) the 

economic dimension which refers to the socio-economic or financial aspects, referring 

CSR in terms of business operations; (d) the stakeholder dimension; (e) the 

voluntariness dimension which refers to actions not prescribed by law. Dahlsrud 

argues that most definitions are congruent but do not provide guidance on how the 

dimensions of CSR should be balanced against one another in decision-making. Yet, 

due to the often-conflicting concerns of stakeholders it became evident that: “optimal 

performance is dependent on the stakeholder of the business” (p.6). 

 This suggests that for an organization to survive and grow, it must perform 

and undertake CSR policies that deliver economic, social, and political benefits to the 

groups from which they derive power (Shocker and Sethi, 1973). In this sense, there 

is a growing recognition that key stakeholders attach to socially, environmentally, and 

ethically responsible behavior from corporations (Zadek et al., 1997). Corporate 

responsibility is understood as the responsibility of the corporation to act in the 

interest of stakeholders. As organizations recognize their stakeholders’ expectations 

the notion of SE takes on an increasing role. Thus, the orientation of CSR must 
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consider the concept of stakeholders where stakeholder classification puts ‘names and 

faces’ on its societal members.  

 Subsequently, these considerations spurred many scholars of management to 

develop stakeholder models and theories (Podnar and Jancic; 2006). However, despite 

these developments and the many literary references to the socially constructed nature 

of stakeholder groups (Clarkson, 1995; Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Carroll, 1999; 

Mitchell et al., 1997), the prevailing question that dictates the literature is “The 

Principle of Who and What Really Counts” (Freeman, 1994).  

 
2.3 Stakeholder Theory  

Since the introduction of Freeman, R.E. (1984), “Strategic Management: A 

Stakeholder Approach.” R. Edward Freeman (1984) has provided one of the most 

influential ideas about stakeholders. It can be viewed as  “any group or individual 

who can affect or is affected by the achievement of an organization’s purpose” (p.46). 

Since its introduction, stakeholder theorists differ considerably in whether 

organizations should take a broad or a narrow view. Freeman’s (1984) definition is a 

very broad definition as it leaves the notion that the terms ‘stakeholder’ includes 

everyone who can or is affected by the organization. In contrast, the narrow definition 

(Clarkson, 1995) “voluntary stakeholders bear some form of risks as a result of 

having invested some form of capital, human or financial, something of value, in a 

firm. Involuntary stakeholders are placed at risk as a result of firm’s activities. But 

without the element of risk there is no stake ” (p.5). In his definition Clarkson claims 

that a stake is only something that can be lost.  

The narrow view in general attempts to define stakeholders in terms of their 

direct relevance to the firm’s core economic interests; it is based on the notion of 

limited resources, limited time and attention. The narrow view perceives stakeholders 

in terms of the organizations’ core economic interests. The broad view, in contrast, 

claims that organizations can indeed be affected by almost everyone. Organizations 

would want to know about all their stakeholders to ensure economic survival, damage 

control, and potential opportunities (Mitchell et al., 1997). As Freeman (1984) 

suggests it is easy and extremely harmful for organizations to assume stakeholders 

who oppose them as irrational or irrelevant.  
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Since both views make valuable claims, some scholars (Winn, 2001) define 

stakeholders’ definition as being temporary and dependent on the situation or issue. 

Hence, rather than defining stakeholder groupings, research must first assess who 

stakeholders are. Therefore, we can assert that the narrow stakeholder view seems 

inappropriate since it already defines who the stakeholder is. Organizations should 

focus on all types of stakeholders. These include primary stakeholders, secondary 

stakeholders, internal stakeholder and external stakeholders. Ultimately, a stakeholder 

theory of the firm must redefine its purpose “the very purpose of the firm is, in our 

view, to serve as a vehicle for coordinating stakeholders interests’ (Freeman and 

Evans, 1993).  

 

Along with the different views on the definition of stakeholders a variety of 

accompanying models were introduced (Podnar and Jancic, 2006). Similar to defining 

‘who are the stakeholders of the firm’ the models all held one common characteristic; 

the complexity of stakeholder relations and the notion that stakeholders are not 

considered equally.  

From a management perspective, Podnar and Jancic (2006) claim that 

companies cannot meet the demand of all stakeholders and organizations must 

identify the most significant groups for an effective outcome. In practice, managers 

claim that companies can only respond to their most powerful/salient stakeholders: 

salient groups that are critical to the survival of the organization. These include 

shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, and the government. Clarkson (1995) 

supports this ideology through establishing a distinction between primary and 

secondary stakeholders. Its primary stakeholders are considered those who have an 

important economic transaction with the organization and consist of employees, 

shareholders, customers, and suppliers. Its secondary stakeholders are considered 

“those who influence or affect, or are influenced or affected, by the corporation, but 

are not engaged in transactions with the corporation and are not essential for its 

survival” (p.107). In support, Mitchell et al. (1997) claim that stakeholder theory must 

account for power, urgency, as well as legitimacy, regardless of the results. “Power 

and urgency must be attended to if managers are to serve the legal and moral interests 

of legitimate stakeholders” (Mitchell et al., 1997, p.882).  
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Interestingly, this ideology seems to dominate the public sector as well, with 

the overriding purpose to create public value one would think secondary stakeholders 

like the government or NGOs would equally be considered. Yet Bryson (2004), who 

made a comprehensive overview of the different stakeholder identification and 

analysis techniques in What to do when Stakeholders matter, asserts: “success for 

public organizations – and certainly survival – depends on satisfying key stakeholders 

according to their definition of what is valuable” (p.25). Moreover, Bryson notably 

argues that not “all possible stakeholders should be satisfied, or involved, or 

otherwise wholly taken into account” (p.26). 

In contrast, from a social perspective, all stakeholders are considered equal where 

every stakeholder is of significance and holds valuable knowledge for an organization 

to survive and compete (Hart and Sharma, 2004). Supported by Freeman (1984), 

Donaldson and Preston (1995), and Preble (2005); all stakeholders are of significance 

and deserve equal attention. As Mitchell (1997) notes “managers might want to know 

about all of their stakeholders for firm-centered purposes of survival, economic well-

being, damage control, taking advantage of opportunities, doing in the competition 

winning friends and influencing public policy” (p.859). 
 

2.4 Social Construct  

Alongside the definition and identification of stakeholders (Freeman and Evan, 1990; 

Rowley, 1997; Andriof et al., 2002) realized that stakeholder relationships occur in a 

network of influences. Understanding how stakeholders influence organizations is one 

thing, understanding how organizations should respond to these influences is another. 

“To describe how organizations respond to stakeholders, scholars must consider the 

multiple and interdependent interactions that simultaneously exist in stakeholder 

environments” (Rowley, 1997, p.887).  A common mistake in the identification and 

classification literature is the focus on individual influences. Many organizations 

regard stakeholder relationships as a dyadic tie rather than a network of influences. As 

Freeman and Evan (1990) note “stakeholder environments are a series of multilateral 

contracts among stakeholders” (p.354).  
Groups of individuals group together due to shared interests, these groups 

interact on a social basis and are being influenced by an organization. Thus, 

organizations bring people together enabling interactions and relationship building. 
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This dynamic environment enables any type of stakeholder to partake in a common 

interest. Suggesting that it would be too risky to merely focus on only direct 

stakeholders since one must understand the multitude of influences that enables a 

more effective engagement strategy, this is also known as network management 

(Edelenbos et al., 2013). To demonstrate, the figure (1) below taken from Rowley 

(1997) illustrates a stakeholder network and why an organization must consider the 

multiple influences.   

 
Figure 1. Organization Existing in Network of Influences 

 

Considering the network of influences that is based on the concept of social capital: 

relationships between stakeholders facilitate collective action and access to resources 

(Svendsen et al., 2001). According to Cohen and Prusak (2000), “Social capital 

consists of the stock of active connection among people: the trust, mutual 

understanding, and shared values and behaviors that bind the members of human 

networks and communities and make cooperative action possible.” The definition 

interlinks the concepts of trust, norms and reciprocity where organizations engage in 

their network with their stakeholders who they trust and share a sense of reciprocity. 

In other words according to Cohen and Prusak (2000), social capital:  

- Increases sharing of knowledge due to trust and common interests;  
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- Lowers transaction costs due to high levels of trust amongst different 

stakeholders;  

- Lowers turnover rates through maintaining valuable organizational 

knowledge; 

- Maintains high levels of consistency due to shared understanding.  

According to Edelenbos et al. (2013), considering the network of influences “focuses 

on enabling interactions and relationship building in order to develop and explore 

content, and attempts to come to an agreement on sharing resources and joint content” 

(p.133). Interacting in a network incorporates different perspectives and encourages 

stakeholders to engage their resources and knowledge; this in turn creates interesting 

solutions for different problems and policies. The literature emphasizes that it is vital 

to facilitate good interactions with multiple actors within a network (see Edelenbos et 

al., 2013). However as noted; with whom remains questionable. Organizations have to 

make constant choices on which stakeholders to include in the process. This is also 

known as boundary judgment (broad versus narrow view) where organizations draw 

boundaries between what they consider to be significant and what they do not. 

Through these boundary judgments organizations can determine which stakeholders 

are relevant to the organization and which are not.   

 

2.5 Stakeholder Engagement  
SE is regarded as a process that facilitates an effective collaboration to engage 

stakeholders for a clear purposeful relationship (Freeman, 1984). It is traditionally 

seen as CSR in action where SE determines which information is relevant and of 

value. Given the varied set of stakeholders in section 3.3 SE in particular can be seen 

as a “mechanism for consent, as a mechanism for control, a mechanism for co-

operation, a mechanism for accountability, a form of employee involvement and 

participation, a method for enhancing trust, a substitute for true trust, a discourse to 

enhance fairness, a mechanism of corporate governance” (Greenwood, 2007, p.318). 

 Given its numerous functions, they cannot all be realized in one particular 

undertaking. SE is best regarded as a neutral practice where each strategy/engagement 

differs per organization, situation, impact and desired outcome of the project. 

Katsoulakos et al. (2006) assert that SE is about understanding stakeholders through 

encouraging stakeholder participation. SE is a “process used by a company to engage 
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relevant stakeholders for a clear purpose to achieve accepted outcomes” 

(AccountAbility, 1999, p.6). Moreover according to Katsoulakos et al. (2006) there 

are three different levels of engagement.  

- Informative approaches where key stakeholders are identified and mapped 

to inform them about the project;  

- Instrumental approach where local concerns are facilitated through 

increasing transparency and openness;  

- Democratic approach where organizations facilitate feedback on corporate 

strategies and performance through identifying what and how things can 

be improved. 

This engagement portrays the products of a good stakeholder engagement; 

transparency is vital since it is the foundation of creating trust. Without transparency 

stakeholders feel they are being withheld of information, which ultimately creates 

distrust. Being open and transparent signals stakeholders that you have nothing to 

hide and acting in the interest of the public.  

 

Stakeholder Engagement Management Styles  
Given the definition of SE and the issue of who is a stakeholder, multiple approaches 

have been introduced which all determine its significance. According to Svendsen 

(1998) and Waddock (2002), traditional stakeholders’ involvement typically includes 

the following phases:  

- The first stage consists of the identification of stakeholders, also known as 

stakeholder mapping. This stage attempts to distinguish between primary and 

secondary stakeholders. Primary stakeholders are generally regarded as the 

stakeholders that determine the survival of the company where secondary 

stakeholders are those who are affected by the organization, but not affect its 

survival (Clarkson, 1995).  

- In the second stage the organization manages its stakeholders. This stage 

aligns the expectations of its stakeholders with the social and economic issues 

that are relevant for the organization.  

- The last phase is where the actual decision-making takes place. Organizations 

involve their stakeholders to determine which business management decisions 
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should be made that will ultimately determine the success and survival of an 

organization (Svendsen, 1998; Waddock, 2002).  

The first two phases propose a framework that categorizes stakeholders in terms of 

power, legitimacy, and urgency (Clarkson, 1995; Donaldson and Preston, 1995; 

Mitchell et al., 1997). The last phase focuses on the interaction between the 

organization and its operating environment. Within each stage the elementary practice 

is communication where the level of interaction primarily depends on the importance 

and power of the stakeholder (Clarkson, 1995). Yet, taking the previous 

considerations, it becomes evident that organizations must engage with stakeholders 

that are at the center and the periphery of the network. SE should not be regarded as a 

one-way interaction (Rowley, 1997); rather it should involve a scheme of cooperation 

that is based on the notion of social construct (Rawls, 1971). This perspective is based 

on the principles of reciprocity, interdependence, and power. It is fundamental to 

consider that SE is a process that “creates a dynamic context of interaction, mutual 

respect, dialogue and change, not a unilateral management of stakeholders” (Andriof 

et al, 2002, p.9).  

The basic argument is that, without sufficient network management strategies, 

it is very difficult for organizations to achieve good outcomes.  In general there are 

two types of management styles found within these stakeholder network strategies. 

The first style is project management style. According to Edelenbos et al. (2013) “a 

project management style is oriented towards drawing clear, stable and relatively 

closed boundaries between the project and its context” (p.135). In other words, 

managers tend to adopt a narrow focus and steer the project towards their specific 

interests. External stakeholders with opposing views are resisted as much as possible 

where the manager tries to simplify and the structure the complex dynamic 

environment as much as possible.  

 The second style if the process management style. This style accepts the 

project context as open, dynamic and permeable. The manager focuses on 

developments and changes from the context to influence the project (Edelenbos et al., 

2013). For instance, external stakeholders with opposing views are considered and 

synchronized with the views and goals of the project. The manager is proactive and 

adaptive to contextual developments and facilitates engagements with the external 

environment. This style adopts a more broad view and comprehends the complex and 
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dynamic environment. Moreover Freeman and Evans (1993) reflect this approach in 

the main purpose of the firm: to serve as a vehicle for coordinating stakeholders’ 

interests.  

 

In light of this evidence, this research asserts that traditional SE approaches are 

primarily determined by resource dependence and transaction cost theories. More 

specifically, they help in explaining why power, legitimacy and urgency play such an 

important role in identification and prioritizing stakeholders where the project 

management approach is preferred. 

The resource dependence theory suggests that power is devoted to those 

stakeholders who control the resources that are needed by the organization. The 

transaction cost theory suggests that power is accrued to those stakeholders that carry 

the highest costs if they are not accounted for, in traditional cases these costs 

originated from direct, powerful stakeholders.  

Although these organizational theories explain why power plays a vital role in 

stakeholder approaches, they do not consider the complex and dynamic stakeholder 

environment organizations currently operate in. In other words, connective network 

management strategies that incorporate fringe stakeholders. That is, stakeholders who 

have little power or no direct influence of the firm, but who nevertheless matter to the 

organization and its management. There is no clear individual organizational theory 

that offers a profound explanation of stakeholder identification and the degree of 

attention devoted to them by management. Therefore suggesting a broader/process 

oriented view that takes all stakeholders into account to better understand ‘The 

Principle of Who and What Really Counts’.  

 

2.6 The Resource Based View (RBV) of the Firm  

At this point we discussed the current landscape of ‘The Principle of Who and What 

Really Counts’ in SE. As research indicates, for an organization to effectively manage 

its stakeholders in the current dynamic environment it deems appropriate to 

acknowledge all types of stakeholders. To develop such a framework we must first 

understand how stakeholder relationships create competitive advantage.  

Traditionally, sources of competitive advantage came from economic factors 

such as price, quality and service. However, as markets and products develop, these 

economic factors become more or less equal and cost and differentiation strategies no 
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longer drive competitive advantage (Grant, 1991). Consequently organizations 

increasingly leverage intangible assets such as knowledge and brand awareness to 

produce competitive advantage. These intangible resources are best acquired through 

SE since they enable flow and access to resources like financial capital, intellectual 

capital, and human capital (Svendsen et al., 2001). These potential advantages are 

best illustrated through the Resource Based View (RBV) of the firm (Grant, 1991).  

 

 
Figure 2. The Resource-Based View (RBV) of the Firm 

 

To produce a competitive advantage a firm must have specific key resources 

that are rare, inimitable, non-substitutable, or valuable. These resources are mobilized 

to create various capabilities, which in turn create competitive advantage.  

First, the organization must understand its resources (tangible or intangible) to 

create a competitive advantage. Most of these significant resources are found among 

its stakeholders. These resources are leveraged through interaction and developed into 

capabilities. Each engagement is unique in its own form, developing a capability that 

is rare, inimitable or non-substitutable. Combining resources with stakeholders and 

developing capabilities make it extremely difficult for competitors to copy. Hence, a 

broad engagement with stakeholders determines the availability and access to 

significant resources. The RBV helps us understand how organizations link resources 

(tangible and intangible assets, relationships, and competencies) to economic and 
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social capital (Grant, 1991). It recognizes the value of social relationships in and 

outside the organization.   

Although there is no specific framework that accounts for high quality 

relationships with multiple stakeholders, it is recognized that positive stakeholder 

relationships create competitive advantage. According to Svendsen et al., (2001), 

positive stakeholder relationships reduce shareholder risk, drive innovation, increases 

reputation and brand value, and enables new market opportunities. Furthermore, very 

similar to Svendsen et al., (2001), Mathur et al., (2008) found that from a strategic 

perspective SE aims at capturing knowledge, reducing conflict, encourage innovation, 

and facilitating spin-off partnerships. In addition, they also found that from a social 

perspective, stakeholders have the opportunity to learn from each other through 

common values, shared visions and objectives.  

In summary, SE is vital for creating competitive advantage. Since practices 

traditionally follow the narrow view over the broad view. This research paper asserts 

that if an organization incorporates a broad view; it has a much broader access to 

resources, thus, more resources to develop capabilities that create competitive 

advantage.  
 

2.7 Fringe Stakeholders  

As noted, much of the SE literature is devoted to stakeholder identification and 

prioritization methods where its approaches are primarily determined by the 

stakeholders’ power, legitimacy, and resource dependence (Clarkson, 1995; Mitchell 

et al., 1997). While this focus enables organizations to retrieve knowledge from 

mainstream sources it neglects the influence of todays interconnected and dynamic 

stakeholder environment organizations operate in. Through this understanding of 

broad view, social construct and RBV, the concept of ‘indigenous’ groups and 

‘fringe’ stakeholders is introduced. Linda Tuhiwai Smith, in her book: Decolonizing 

Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (2012), regard indigenous people 

as populations that “share experiences as people who have been subjected to the 

colonialization of their lands and cultures and their denial of their sovereignty, by a 

colonizing society that has come to dominate and determine the shape and quality of 

their lives” (p.7). From a business perspective, indigenous peoples are regarded as 

‘fringe’ stakeholders. Fringe stakeholders are those who are “typically disconnected 
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from or invisible to the firm because they are remote, weak, poor, disinterested, 

isolated, non-legitimate, or non-human” (Hart and Sharma, 2004, p.10). 

Hart and Sharma (2004) mark the beginning of FSE. To illustrate, figure 3 

makes a distinction between powerful/salient stakeholders (found at the center; those 

visible, with a stake in the organization’s operations) and fringe stakeholders (found 

at the periphery; those who are not directly visible and do not have a direct stake in 

the organization’s operations).  

 
Figure 3. Stakeholders: Core and Fringe According to Hart and Sharma (2004)  

 

The earlier vagueness in the definition and identification of stakeholders has led many 

organizations to question which stakeholders, aspects and domains to assess and take 

along in the process.  

The development of fringe stakeholders originates from the base of the 

pyramid principle. Hart (2011) asserts for an organization to grow it must attend the 

unmet needs of the poor and underserved; also known as the bottom of the pyramid. 

Rather than simply focusing on existing powerful stakeholders, organizations should 

attend to the opportunities found at the base of the pyramid. Hart and Sharma (2004) 

introduce the concept of fringe stakeholders through addressing the needs of the poor. 

“To address the needs of the poor, we will need to increase economic activity at the 
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base of the pyramid by an order of magnitude over the next few decades” (Hart, 

2011). FSE focuses on the base of the pyramid and aims at ‘building tomorrow’s 

opportunity’ through ‘engaging external constituencies’. Engaging with core 

stakeholders encourage organizations to continuously improve their existing 

operations. Yet, listening to fringe stakeholders broadens the corporate bandwidth and 

enables organizations to escape from old ideas and mindsets that underpin current 

business models.  

 Similar to Hart and Sharma (2004), Murphy and Arenas (2010) illustrate the 

engagement with fringe stakeholders through accessing ‘untapped natural resources’ 

found amongst fringe stakeholders. Also building upon the ‘base of the pyramid’ 

context Murphy and Arenas claim that FSE enables “cultural bridge building, 

innovation, the promotion of rights, and the sharing of knowledge” (p.116).  Their 

proposed framework is a valuable guide that develops sustainable relationships with 

fringe stakeholders found at the bottom of the pyramid.  

 According to Hart and Sharma (2004) the external constituencies found at the 

bottom of the pyramid are the fringe stakeholders. Yet, fringe stakeholders come in 

many different forms, not necessarily at the bottom of the pyramid. This research 

asserts that fringe stakeholders can be any stakeholder that is not directly connected or 

visible to the firm or project, no matter the context. This research therefore 

investigates the value of FSE in a developed context.  

To illustrate the many different forms; for instance, Feenstra et al. (2010) 

conducted a case study of a recently failed Carbon Capture Storage project in 

Barendrecht, The Netherlands. The authors found that the project management was 

unaware or unwilling to consider local stakeholders and underestimated its social 

dynamics. This resulted in a cancellation of the project by the highest level of 

government (Feenstra et al., 2010). Moreover, public awareness campaigns initiated 

by various stakeholder groups (Schwartz and Gibb, 1999; Wheeler et al., 2001) 

inflicted serious reputational damages to companies like Monsanto, Shell, BP and 

Nike. Monsanto (a company specialized in agricultural biotechnology) for example, 

had engaged with their important stakeholders and received full governmental 

approval in its process of change. Yet during the process of commercializing seed 

sterilization technology, many concerns surfaced regarding the potential human health 

side effects and environmental consequences that were posed by small consumer 
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groups, retailers, and NGOs. This ultimately led to the downfall of Monsanto. Further, 

Nike came under scrutiny after human right activists found practices of child labor 

(Svendsen et al., 2001) forcing them to close down factories and paying high 

reputational damages. Another example is Shell, where the company got approval by 

regulators and the British Prime Minister (John Major) to sink a used oilrig in the 

Atlantic. However, Greenpeace (NGO), backed by many fringe stakeholders, halted 

the project; costing Shell $200 million (US), boycotts, lost in sales, and vandalized 

service stations (Svendsen et al., 2001). In summary, although fringe stakeholders 

originate from the bottom of the pyramid, the cases demonstrate that fringe 

stakeholders are found amongst all levels of the pyramid. Ultimately, the examples 

given illustrate the interconnected environment and influence/impact of fringe 

stakeholders, no matter the status or relationship.  

 

2.8 Developing the Context of FSE  

Using CSR as the breeding ground for developing the context of FSE, commonalties 

between the theories of stakeholder engagement (Freeman, 1984), social construct 

(Rowley, 1997), and RBV (Grant, 1991) are immediately recognized. By carefully 

analyzing these rudimentary theories it becomes evident that the theories highlight 

social capital described by Cohen and Prusak (2000).  

 The literature on SE and social construct both acknowledge the broad view 

and signify the access to intangible resources. The RBV proves its significance in 

understanding how SE enables organizations to produce competitive advantage. If an 

organization broadens its scope, more sources of ‘resources’ are exploited which 

enable more opportunities to develop distinct capabilities. To demonstrate, figure 4 

illustrates the different theories. Together the concepts constitute FSE and serve as a 

blueprint to understand the values of FSE.  
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Figure 4. Fringe Stakeholder Engagement  

 

The combination of these theories not only deliver a sustainable competitive business 

model that enables a broader access to resources, it also offers opportunities to tackle 

social and environmental issues that society faces. Relating this back to the research 

question, figure 4 serves as a useful diagram to understand the potential value 

organizations can create through FSE.  

 As noted earlier, the introduction of FSE originated from one specific context: 

the base of the pyramid. Although this marks the beginning of FSE, its potential value 

in developed contexts can already be proposed through the understanding of figure 4. 

Reflected in a more recent study by Bundy et al. (2013), who claim that organizations 

identify and prioritize stakeholders in terms of issue saliency; identifying important 

issues reveals stakeholders that were initially not considered or thought of (Bundy et 

al., 2013). This suggests that no matter the context, specific issues determine how 

organizations should respond to its stakeholders’ claims and concerns.  

To illustrate further, figure 5 combines figure 3 (Core vs. Fringe) with figure 2 

(Network of Influences) and comprehend that the focal organization (firm) is more 

than just the central point for its own stakeholders; existing in a social system; the 

firm is also a stakeholder for other firms.  
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Figure 5. Network of Influences: Core and Fringe Stakeholders 

 

Ultimately, the organization must understand how multiple interactions impact them. 

Although the fringe stakeholders in figure 5 (E; F; G; H; I) might not have a direct 

link to the firm, indirectly they do influence its direct stakeholders, which in turn 

could impact the firm directly. The same accounts for the issue saliency, no matter the 

context, issue A or B both involve fringe stakeholder and directly influence the firm; 

these issues can range from resource exploitation to facilitating concerns. No matter 

the context, interacting with other players (fringe) enables a broader scope of tangible 

and intangible resources.  

This study argues that the theories in figure 4 are the pillars for developing the 

concept of FSE and are therefore the drivers for the testable questions made in the 

following section. The testable questions are formulated in such a fashion to develop 

analytical generalizations. At the end of this chapter, a conceptual model is developed 

that will facilitate a better understanding of the characteristics and dynamics of FSE. 

 

Facilitating the Power of Smart Mobs 
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By carefully analyzing the theories of SE (Freeman, 1984) and social construct 

(Rowley, 1997) the significance of social capital is recognized. Traditionally 

stakeholders (especially fringe) have had little impact on corporate decisions. Yet, as 

illustrated through the notion of social construct and the broad stakeholder view, these 

types of stakeholders increasingly gain more power in today’s business environment. 

This influence is further reflected in the development of communication technology 

and effect of globalization (Rheingold, 2007).  

Globalization reduced the power of governments and enabled international 

organizations to span their supply chains across several continents. Accordingly, the 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and civil society groups grew exponentially, 

which resumed the monitoring and enforcing of social and environmental standards. 

Moreover, the rise of the Internet and other information technologies facilitated a new 

age of communication (Tapscott et al., 2000). “The emergence of global networks of 

Non Governmental Organizations (NGO) and Civil Society Organizations (CSO) 

enabled by the Internet and other communication technologies have the ability to 

rapidly transform weak peripheral groups into legitimate stakeholders with urgent 

demands” (Murphy and Arenas, 2010, p.116). Stakeholders use technology to share 

information and create coalitions against organizations. The development of these 

technologies makes it increasingly difficult for organizations to operate in secrecy.  

The availability and access to information has empowered the consumer and 

enabled the growth of ‘smart-mobs’ (Reingold, 2007). Smart mobs are protesters that 

are linked together by technology and behave intelligently through social coordination 

(Reingold, 2007). This democratization of technologies has created an environment 

where every movement of an organization is monitored and reflected upon; making it 

vital to develop relationships with its operating environment. The same accounts for 

the indigenous peoples, although globalization has resulted in encroachment into 

indigenous territories and the demolition of natural habitats and cultures (Ansett, 

2005), communication and information technology enabled the empowerment of 

indigenous peoples to build networks and share knowledge with organizations that 

share similar interests (Sawyer and Gomez, 2008). Ultimately these developments 

enabled stakeholders to self-organize and act in unpredictable ways. 

 To proactively compete in the future and avoid the formation of smart-mobs, 

organizations must seek to understand the concern of stakeholders and let them set the 
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agenda. Considering the theory of social construct and the development of 

communication technology it becomes evident that no matter the distance all 

stakeholders play an influential role within the network. If these concerns are not 

facilitated and an organization would simply follow its own agenda, it will face dire 

consequences. Therefore, taking the considerations mentioned above this research 

paper asserts that through the broad view and the notion of social construct, 

organizations lower the barrier for stakeholders to interact. Subsequently 

organizations can facilitate concerns and develop true trust, reputation, and consent to 

operate (Greenwood, 2007). The first testable question of this research report 

therefore reads:  

 

Q1 – Is there a significant relationship between FSE and improving relationships and 

funding goodwill?  

 

Managing Change  

Most organizations operate on the assumption of market continuity with a primary 

role that ensures operational excellence (Foster and Kaplan, 2001). Yet, in the current 

‘Age of Discontinuity’ (Drucker, 1992) this belief prevents organizations from 

keeping up with the fast changing dynamics of the market. Moreover, this 

democratization of technologies has created such an environment where 

“organizations find it increasingly difficult to determine what knowledge is relevant 

for managing strategic change” (Hart and Sharma, 2004, p.8). This is especially true 

for large organizations, which are plagued by rules and procedures that discourage 

flexibility. Growth will only be realized when organizations learn to act upon the 

changes happening in the market. Reflected through the network of influences 

(Rowley, 1997); engaging with fringe stakeholders directly, seeks sources of change 

faster. Organizations must position themselves for optimal strategic responsiveness; 

this is best realized through relationships with others. Therefore, since markets are 

continuously changing, relationships with fringe stakeholders is crucial to facilitate 

dynamic stakeholder’ influences. Moreover, FSE acknowledges all types of 

stakeholders and takes all concerns seriously whereas traditional SE disregards 

‘irrelevant’ stakeholders from the beginning; neglecting potential sources of change. 

Thus, to predict future change organizations should adopt a broad view and 

acknowledge the notion of social construct.  
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In today’s developed, networked economy an organization must incorporate 

openness, transparency, and sensitivity to effectively manage change. Openness and 

sensitivity facilitate the needs of the market and anticipate future changes. Coupled 

with the network of influences; organizations are required to think strategically and 

facilitate the concerns of all possible stakeholders, no matter the distance or influence.  

To predict and anticipate future changes, FSE enables the public opinion to set 

the agenda. This outward-in approach recognizes the network of influences and 

enables organizations to sense opportunities through this open and transparent 

approach. All three theories that constitute FSE (broad view; social construct; RBV) 

are considered and realize that potential sources of change is not recognized through 

solely interacting with known or salient stakeholders since they merely represent 

classical mainstream perspectives. Rather, it recognizes the influence and value of 

remote and indirect stakeholders that are found at the periphery. Acknowledging the 

notion of social construct and broad stakeholder theory enable organizations to share 

knowledge quicker. Supported by the RBV, distinctive capabilities/relationships are 

developed that effectively seek and manage market changes. Therefore organizations 

are able to anticipate and manage sources of change more effectively. The second 

question therefore reads:  

 

Q2 – Is there a significant relationship between engaging with fringe stakeholders 

and managing change more effectively?  

 

Creating Competitive Imagination  

Interacting with fringe stakeholders not only enables organizations to manage change, 

it also identifies innovative opportunities and ideas. As previously illustrated, unique 

and disruptive business ideas often lie beyond an organization’s existing 

constituencies (Grant, 1991). Listening to the same existing salient stakeholders 

sparks little creativity and merely reacts on continual change. If an organization 

wishes to be successful it must become proactive in a sense that it continuously seeks 

to innovate to meet the needs of their stakeholders. Research confirms that creating 

highly innovative teams is largely dependent on establishing positive relationships; 

internally and externally (Cooke and Wills, 1999). In today’s dynamic network of 

stakeholders, innovation is more likely to be based on trust-based relationships. As 
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market opportunities continuously change, relationships require more flexibility and 

hence depend on shared knowledge, interaction and trust (Mathews et al., 1998).  

 Summing up the lessons from the literature, transparency and openness are 

foundations of creating trust. More transparency is key to trust and openness lowers 

the barrier for different stakeholders to engage. Ultimately this engagement enables a 

higher potency of shared knowledge, interaction and trust. Creating a much higher 

degree of competitive imagination to solutions rather than solely focusing on 

mainstream, salient stakeholders. Engaging in a two-way dialogue anticipates future 

concerns and opportunities that realize growth and long-term performance. As Hart 

and Sharma (2004) illustrate “sustained corporate performance will increasingly 

depend on competitive imagination to drive innovation” (p.9). Therefore, the third 

question reads:  

 

Q3 – Is there a significant relationship between FSE and creating competitive 

imagination?   

 

Stimulating Continuous Learning and Growth  

Reflected in the literature this research report asserts that FSE enables organizations 

to anticipate and resolve constantly evolving knowledge. This notion is further 

reflected in the theories of social construct, stakeholder engagement and RBV. As 

previously noted, engagement stimulates continuous learning about the market; this in 

turn facilitates long-term performance and growth of the organization.  

Further, the broad view and social construct increase the sharing of knowledge 

due to trust and common interests. Transparency and openness lower transaction costs 

because all stakeholders are prioritized as important. Consequently, trust-based 

relationships are developed, which in turn lower turnover rates through maintaining 

organizational knowledge. As a result high levels of consistency are maintained due 

to shared understanding (Cohen and Prusak, 2000).  

Summing up the lessons from the literature, FSE stimulates social capital, 

which in turn stimulates the organization to continuously learn and grow. Therefore, 

the fourth question of this research report reads: 

 

Q4 – Is there a significant relationship between FSE and stimulating continuous 

learning and growth?  
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2.9 Building the Conceptual Model  

Evidently, the literature suggests there is a significant relationship between the quality 

of stakeholder engagement and business success. As the research illustrates, SE is an 

integral part of CSR. The stakeholder theory makes a distinction between broad and 

narrow views and signifies the importance of the broad view. Moreover the 

importance of social construct is acknowledged since an organization must 

understand how to respond to different stakeholder needs. Yet, despite all these 

considerations, organizations still tend not to fully understand ‘The Principle of Who 

and What Really Counts’. Moreover, there is no specific framework that links 

stakeholder relationships to long-term performance. Nor is there a robust theory that 

accounts for the effects of high quality relationships with multiple stakeholders. Yet, 

despite these limitations the literature demonstrates the significance of the broad view 

(Freeman, 1984), social construct (Rowley, 1997), and RBV (Grant, 1991).  

This is the theoretical basis for the research and lays the foundation for 

building the conceptual model. The model facilitates the complex and dynamic 

market organizations currently operate in. To recap, table 1 compares the potential 

advantages of SE with FSE. This understanding will in turn develop the conceptual 

model.  

 

Traditional SE Fringe SE  

Drives innovation  Higher degree of competitive imagination  

Reduces shareholder risk  Improving relationships and funding 

goodwill  

Enables new market opportunities  Managing change  

Increase reputation and brand value  Continuous learning and growth 

Table 1. SE advantages vs. FSE advantages 

 
Similar to SE advantages, FSE builds on SE advantages to facilitate the needs of the 

current dynamic market. Traditionally SE shares knowledge with key stakeholders to 

develop distinctive capabilities, however engaging with fringe stakeholders enables 

more sources of ‘resources’ that enable competitive advantage. Same accounts for 

reducing risk, traditionally organizations engaged with stakeholders to reduce 
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shareholder risk, however this is not enough in the current hyper-connected 

landscape. FSE anticipates concerns before they happen and therefore able to avoid 

public wrath of smart mobs. Traditional SE enabled new market opportunities, yet at 

the current pace of the market it is difficult for organizations to simply seek new 

opportunities. Nowadays organizations must proactively engage outside the 

mainstream to realize potential opportunities. The final advantage is vital for long-

term performance. Continuously engaging with fringe stakeholders requires flexibility 

and continuous learning; these capabilities enable the development of intangible 

assets (knowledge, brand awareness) and tangible assets (flexible structure).  

 Based on the literature described in this chapter a conceptual model is 

developed. The conceptual model illustrates different theories in relation to each 

other. Part A makes a distinction between traditional SE (TSE) and FSE where part B 

are the testable questions posed in this research report.  

Part A)  

 
 

Part B)  
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Figure 6. Conceptual Model  

 
The conceptual model is based on literature of FSE where the theories provide useful 

explanation on how FSE creates value for organizations. Through identifying the key 

FSE characteristics that influence long-term performance. The model is developed to 

help guide the research conducted. The primary aim of this model is to capture the 

different value propositions and explain their relation to long-term performance. The 

interviews will measure the value propositions found in the model.  

 The four factors in the model can be explained as follows. The first factor, as 

noted, asserts that fringe stakeholders hold knowledge about potential future problems 

and concerns. FSE proactively seeks and facilitates these concerns and therefore 

improves relationships and funds goodwill; this has a positive impact on long-term 

performance. The second value proposition realizes that sources of change come from 

outside the ‘mainstream’. Therefore, organizations must interact with stakeholders 

that are found outside the ‘core’ since they hold knowledge to manage change that 

determine long-term performance. The third proposition is concerned with sparking 

competitive imagination. FSE enables a higher potency of shared knowledge, 

interaction, trust, and thus, long-term performance. The last value proposition that 

positively impacts long-term performance is continuous learning and growth. FSE 

anticipates and aims to understand constantly evolving knowledge; this in turn 

develops the organization’s capabilities that ensure long-term performance.  
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3. METHODOLOGY  

The literature discussed in the previous chapter provides the basis for this study. Since 

FSE is still in its infancy the research aims to seek new insights and assess SE in a 

more developed context. This is best realized through investigating the cost/value 

when engaging with fringe stakeholders and the support of the conceptual model. To 

ensure a scientific approach, this chapter describes the research methodology. First 

and explanation of the research design will be provided, followed by a description of 

the data collect techniques. Finally, the process of data analysis will be discussed.  

 

3.1 Research Approach 

This study implements an exploratory, qualitative research approach that enables a 

profound understanding of the dynamic and contextual complexity of SE. Qualitative 

study is primarily concerned with “understanding human beings’ experiences in a 

humanistic interpretive approach” (Jackson et al., 2007, p.21). In contrast to a 

quantitative approach, the qualitative research offers rich and in-depth information 

about the phenomenon, which primarily entails of non-numeric data. Yet, qualitative 

research also has its disadvantages, where the design is argued to be too subjective 

and creates difficulties when generalizing its findings (Bryman, 2008). However, as 

illustrated, the main purpose of qualitative study is to provide contextual 

understanding through personal opinions and motivations, not generalizations 

(Bryman, 2008). Hence, since this research investigates the motivation for and 

opinion of the employees to engage with fringe stakeholders, a qualitative approach 

deems more appropriate. In addition, the advantage of an exploratory research design 

is its flexible nature that allows a broad focus of CSR and significance of SE. 

Through this lens a more focused research area surfaced and enabled the empirical 

testing through the use of the conceptual model.  

 This study incorporates an embedded single-case design. The reasoning for 

this is because FSE is context specific; the embedded single-case study enables a 

more rich and in-depth understanding to describe the features, context and process of 

the phenomenon (Jackson et al., 2007). Moreover, the Noord/Zuidlijn case study is an 

analytical generalization towards FSE and its theoretical constructs. According to Yin 

(2010) analytical generalizations compare the results of a case study to a previously 

developed theory. Consequently, the testable questions formulated in chapter 2 are 
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reflected upon to examine whether FSE can be generalized to different contexts. The 

value of formulating the research questions in this manner is because it enables a 

much richer description of the phenomenon and allows decision-makers to have their 

own interpretation. This approach makes a distinction between analytical and 

statistical generalization. Although case studies provide little footing for scientific 

generalizations it enables the expansion and generalization of theories (Yin, 2010). In 

addition, according to Saunders and Lewis (2012) a typical case is “illustrative and 

considered representative, albeit not statistically” (p.139). This choice is believed to 

be most suitable because FSE can be considered representative, yet, temporary and 

dependent on the situation (Winn, 2001).   

 

3.2 Data Collection  
According to Saunders and Lewis (2012), to enhance the credibility of the research 

outcomes; the reliability, validity, and generalizability of the research design must be 

considered when collecting the data. Reliability refers to the data collection methods 

and analysis procedures to yield consistent findings. To ensure reliability, this study 

incorporates a transparent method within the data collection methods and analysis 

procedures (Saunders and Lewis, 2012). Moreover, to avoid any bias this study 

attempts to establish as much trust with the interviewee before the interview. This is 

primarily achieved through ensuring anonymity, explaining the research objectives 

and preserving time to answer any questions beforehand.  

 In addition, a detailed description of the sampling rationale and context is 

provided in chapter 5.3 that illustrates the external validity. Likewise, before the 

primary research, a consultation is piloted with Bert Fokkema, who is an expert in the 

field of SE; this will ensure the internal validity through asking the right questions 

(Gibbert and Ruigrok, 2010). To ensure construct validity and to verify the findings, 

this research adopts a triangulation method by analyzing the research question from 

multiple perspectives (Yin, 1994). Triangulation refers to the use of different data 

collection techniques. It ensures that the data given is the information the research 

aims for. Consequently, the embedded single-case design incorporates multiple 

perspectives that allow validation of the data.  
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Stage 1 – Archival Research  

The first stage of this research study consists of administrative records and documents 

to study whether current SE approaches employed incorporate fringe stakeholders. 

According to Saunders and Lewis (2012), archival research in this study acts as a 

supporting role and focuses on past events to retrieve changes in SE procedures over 

the project time. This stage sets the basis for the following stages since it provides a 

general picture of the SE approaches currently being employed within the project.  

 

Stage 2 – In-depth Interviews 
The next stage consists of seven semi-structured interviews (see appendix 1). 

According to Saunders and Lewis (2012) semi-structured interviews cover a set of 

themes using predetermined (open-ended) questions with flexibility that provides 

opportunity for the participant to talk about certain topics more than others. This 

method provides a profound, in-depth knowledge with good insiders perspective. 

Moreover, this flexibility promotes discussion during the interview. This is useful to 

address new issues and ideas. The aim of the interview is to understand how and why 

SE processes take place within the focal project. Throughout the interview, minority 

groups will be used as word of reference to fringe stakeholders as this is most 

representative for the majority of the interviewees.  

Prior to the interview each respondent received an email describing the nature 

of my research (see appendix 2). During the interview notes are made, which are 

necessary when transcribing, coding, and analyzing the results. All interview 

questions should be worded clearly without biased language; this is realized through 

pilot testing and interview protocol. The interviews will take approximately 1 hour, 

depending on the depth and subjects covered. The structure is as followed, first an 

introduction of myself and the goal/direction of the project. Second, a private and 

confidentiality agreement is singed; this creates a more transparent atmosphere where 

the interviewee does not feel constrained (Federici, 2014). Third, general questions 

about the participants’ function and responsibilities will be asked. Fourth, in-depth 

(probing) questions are asked covering ‘why’ and ‘how’ organizations engage with 

stakeholders and the participants’ problems and opportunities they encounter.   
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3.3 Sample Rationale  

The case selected is the construction project of the Noord/Zuidlijn under instruction 

from the Metro en Tram, Municipal of Amsterdam. The N/Z is an alternative mode of 

transport for the overcrowded trams and busses that operate within in the centrum of 

Amsterdam. The new metro-line is 9km long and will facilitate the safe traveling of 

more than 200,000 passengers (daily) (see appendix 3) (Faithful & Gould, 2005). This 

makes it the busiest public transport line in the Netherlands. Access is realized 

through complete transparency and disclosure from Raymond Schra, who is the 

communication advisor of the Noord/Zuidlijn. 

The construction of the Noord/Zuidlijn is best suited for this research design 

because of the major alteration in their engagement strategy. The case study illustrates 

how the engagement strategy has significantly changed due to the impact and 

influence of minority stakeholder groups. Through exhibiting this major change this 

case study enables a profound understanding of the cost and value of FSE. The case 

study illustrates the engagement strategy before its major alteration: how and why it 

changed, and the results of this change.  

 In addition a project perspective is adopted enabling multiple perspectives of 

the particular situation. Despite the project perspective being context specific, it 

enables the opinions of experts with different backgrounds: academic and practical.  

During the sample selection I encountered some difficulties as the Noord/Zuidlijn 

project assign only a few individuals to deal with stakeholders specifically. Therefore 

the interviewees are chosen as follows. Internal stakeholders are chosen according to 

their function and responsibility towards the construction of the Noord/Zuidlijn and 

fringe stakeholders are identified through the media or internally through the 

‘snowballing’ method. See appendix 4 for sample rationale.  

 

5.4 Data Analysis 
All the questions designed in the interview are open-ended and require a structured 

analysis approach. According to Miles and Huberman (1984) there are three key steps 

in analyzing qualitative data: data reduction, data display, and conclusions-

drawing/verification. The first stage (data reduction) consists of “selecting, focusing, 

simplifying, abstracting, and transforming” (p.23) the data. It organizes data in such a 

fashion that conclusions can be more easily drawn and verified, this method is also 
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known as coding. “Coding is an interpretive technique that organizes the data” 

(Sijbrandij, 2014). Moreover, coding enables the researcher to recognize possible 

themes and patterns that determine relationships (Miles and Huberman, 1984). There 

are two approaches towards coding: deductive and inductive (Miles and Huberman, 

1984). This research incorporates an inductive approach, meaning there is no 

preliminary list of codes. Through the analysis of the interviews, meaningful codes 

are suggested that propose possible relationships and themes (Sijbrandij, 2014). The 

advantage of such an approach is the flexibility of accepting new emerging themes 

and relationships. Coding is best realized through Nvivo 10; a qualitative data 

analysis software (Yin, 2009). Nvivo 10 enables large amounts of texts to be easily 

coded and categorized according to relevant themes. Moreover, Nvivo 10 critically 

looks at data from all possible relationships and perspectives, which consequently 

lowers researcher bias (Yin, 2009).  

 The second key step (data display) enables the grouping and organizing of the 

coded data. “Looking at displays helps us understand what is happening, and to 

conduct further analysis or take action based on that understanding” (Miles and 

Huberman, 1984, p.24). At this stage additional themes may emerge that were 

initially not discovered during the data reduction process. The display stage provides 

an overview of the meaningful codes and their relevant texts; these displays are 

exemplified through diagrams, matrixes and networks.  

 When all the relevant data is coded and organized, meaningful patterns and 

interrelationships can be recognized (Miles and Huberman, 1984). This stage is 

known as the conclusion-drawing/verification stage and involves “noting regularities, 

patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows, and propositions” (p.24). 

Ultimately, the identified themes and patterns can be compared to the theoretical 

framework. Therefore, the goal of this stage is to build and refine the theory (Miles 

and Huberman, 1984). See appendix 5 for coding scheme.  
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4. RESULTS  

The findings of this investigation are illustrated in this chapter. Through the coding 

method specific themes and patterns are recognized. The first section will present a 

brief outline of the single-embedded case study. This is followed by the motivation to 

engage stakeholders. The third section illustrates the results on improving 

relationships and funding goodwill. Followed by the data on managing change, 

enhancing competitive imagination, and continuous learning and growth.  

 In the case study fringe stakeholders are the local residents, innocent 

bystanders, journalists, residents indirectly affected by the Noord/Zuidlijn operations, 

and every individual that is interested in the construction but has no direct relation.  

 

4.1 The Noord/Zuidlijn Project (Timeline)  
To ensure the intended outcome, this section represents a brief framework of the 

Noord/Zuidlijn to provide a base of reference when analyzing the motivation to 

engage stakeholders and the value of FSE.  

In 1964 the Bureau Stadsspoorwegen submitted the idea of an underground 

metro network to develop the public transport infrastructure in Amsterdam. This 

became the East Line, which commenced construction in 1971. Yet due to the 

demolition of buildings, a large-scale opposition (Nieuwmarktrellen, 1975) took place 

and the city of Amsterdam in 1978 decided not to pursue the construction of its metro 

network any longer (Bers, 2012).  

However despite the history, after careful considerations and numerous 

studies, in 1995 the city of Amsterdam proposed the route of the Noord/Zuidlijn. By 

1996 the Municipal of Amsterdam approved its construction, which after numerous 

budget talks and ownership complexities the official construction commenced on 22nd 

of April 2003 (Faithful & Gould, 2005). Yet despite the approval, a public poll 

reflected:  

 

“During a public poll about the Project on 25 June 1997, 123,198 people cast their 

vote: 78,861 people voted against the Project, whereas a minority of 42,961 voted in 

favor of the Project. There were 376 void votes. However for a successful poll the 

number of voters against required to be more than half the number of voters with the 

latest city council elections, plus one. This meant that at least 154,935 voters should 
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have voted against the Project, to block the building of the new metro line” (Faithful 

& Gould, 2005). 

 

Directly from the start (2003) it became apparent that the communication 

between the Project Bureau and the city was least to say ‘dramatic’ (see appendix 6). 

This form of communication had numerous drivers but most ominously originated 

due to an excessively positivist assessment of the project and over-reliance on 

technology and personal skills (Baetens, 2012). There was a lack of responsibility for 

strategic overview. The ownership structure was too complex and the corporate 

culture was overly focused on planning and budget. This created an organization that 

neglected its surroundings and operated within. Rather than having a transparent 

approach of communication, the Project Bureau was figuring out which information 

they should share at which phase of the project (Baetens, 2012). Ultimately, the 

Noord/Zuidlijn became an organization that was afraid to interact and barely 

proactive in their communication.  

It took more than 5 years to realize that the current organizational structure 

and corporate culture was not fit to facilitate a project at this scale. A radical change 

was needed which came in 2008 on the Vijzelgracht. The destructive subsidence that 

took place on the Vijzelgracht offered the ‘burning platform’ (Burnes, 2004).  In 2008 

the construction halted for almost a year and nearly killed the entire project. 

Amsterdam lost its legitimacy to operate and created a heightening mistrust amongst 

its stakeholders and project organization (Sheerazi, 2015).   

In response, a commission headed by Cees Veerman (former minister of 

agriculture) was formed to examine how the besieged metro line should advance. 

Commission Veerman recommended profound adjustments within the organization, 

management and execution. A cultural change was needed, more specifically a 

change in the City of Amsterdam’s communication strategy. The public pleaded the 

progression of the project but demanded more transparency and trustworthiness.  

 

“Optimistic, window-dressing information does the project more harm than 

good…the Project Bureau must improve relationships with the city and local 

residents” (Commissie Veerman, 2009, p.26-27).   
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4.2 Motivation to Engage Stakeholders 

This section seeks to understand the motivation to engage with stakeholders and why 

organizations pursue engagement strategies. In general, the research demonstrates that 

organizations with CSR strategies act in the interest of stakeholders to deliver 

economic, social, and political benefits.  

 

“Every project you contract, you cannot do alone. You need different significant 

constituencies, also known as stakeholders” (Detmar, 2015).  

 

 During all interviews, the interviewees made it clear that SE is all about 

building relationships with your stakeholders. It is critical for your reputation, 

legitimacy, knowledge sharing, and superior connection with your stakeholders 

(Schuurman, 2015).  

 

“On the one hand stakeholder engagement is critical for your reputation, on the other 

hand it is important to gain knowledge. Specifically with this project, knowledge of 

the neighborhood, the specific information you need to make the right decisions to 

ensure the intended outcomes. So it comes down to knowledge, reputation, and your 

connection with the networks people represent in the neighborhood” (Sheerazi, 

2015). 

 

All interviewees emphasized the importance of reputation management. 

Before 2008 the overshadowing attitudes that formed the communication within the 

organization were based on notions such as ‘wait until the dust has settled’ or ‘its 

better to keep a low profile if public opinion is turning against you’ (Baetens, 2012). 

The organization experienced first-hand how crucial it is to establish trust-based 

relationships with stakeholders, especially fringe. One of the local residents recalled:  

 

“Immediately after the subsidence, that same night, we informed the media and told 

them that we would not be shelved like small children that only cause nuisance. The 

next day the headline of the ‘Het Parool’ titled I’m fucking homeless” (Het Parool, 

2008; Winkel, 2015).  
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The organization completely lost its trust and legitimacy and realized that it must 

develop sustainable relationships with its stakeholders. All the interviewees 

contended that SE processes enable an organization to stay connected with its 

stakeholders. Moreover from a reputation perspective, during the subsidence, the 

interviewees commonly referred to is as the ‘Reputation Mattress’ that was 

completely flattened (Financieel Dagblad, 2012). 

 

“Our aim is to regain the trust of residents and business around the construction 

sites, crucial stakeholders, and, of course, the people of Amsterdam themselves” 

moreover, “The concerns and needs of the local residents had to be more central to 

enhance the credibility and show them that this was not only a political process but in 

the interest of the local residents” (Veerman, 2009; Schuurman, 2015).  

 

“It is fundamental to keep the reputation mattress filled otherwise you are unable to 

sustain any from of negative exposure” (Witten, 2015).  

 

Furthermore, all the interviewees contended that SE is a rich source of 

information. SE enables an organization to understand the needs and concerns of its 

stakeholders. Through an inside-out approach organizations only leverage the know-

how that they have developed from inside the organization (excessively positive 

assessment of personal skills). Incorporating an outside-in approach enables a two-

way interaction and simultaneously creates more opportunities and knowledge about 

its operating surroundings.  

 

“The involvement of the neighborhood enriches your understanding when it comes 

down to; what lives here, what plays here” (Witten, 2015).  

 

“More and more our agenda setting determines our exposure, we focus on what our 

stakeholders are talking about and want to know, that’s what we write about and seek 

to understand to create a rich interaction and collaboration” (Schuurman, 2015).  

 

To actively engage with stakeholders, organizations facilitate a process of 

dialogue. This dialogue is realized through transparency and informing stakeholders 
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about daily operations. SE invites the stakeholder to participate in a two-way 

discussion. Through carefully listening to stakeholders, organizations understand the 

needs and build discussions around them; this simultaneously creates credibility and 

trust (Schuurman, 2015).  

 

“During the discussions with the environment we show that we are professionals, but 

simultaneously that we are vulnerable and we are not omniscient, together we discuss 

challenges and co-create solutions…creating an environment where all parties have 

co-ownership and mutual empathy” (Bouwend-Nederland, 2012).  

 

In summary, the purpose of SE is to build relationships with its surroundings 

and develop a mutual understanding that creates trust and transparency. Creating a 

win-win situation where all stakeholders have co-ownership (Jelier, 2015).  

 

“That advantage is that you gain support, connection, and those relationships that 

are sustainable in times of crisis. Transparency and trust are the basis of our 

reputation. Yes it costs a lot of time and money but if you do not engage with 

stakeholders, you’re even further from home” (Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

4.3 Improving Relationships and Funding Goodwill 
The Noord/Zuidlijn had a major alteration in their engagement strategy before and 

after the subsidence of the Vijzelgracht. When construction commenced in 2003 lofty 

promises were made regarding the duration of the project, the budget, daily work 

shifts, noise pollution and so forth (Gijzelgracht, 2008). However, in all promises they 

were unsuccessful (Detmar, 2015). 

 

“At first they thought it would take 6 years for everything to be finished and ready, 

then it became 8 and 10, followed by the subsidence and strikes. It became an endless 

story that has been going on for 15 years now. The question is then, how do I deal 

with this, what kind of impact does it have on me, my family, my business?” 

(Doeswijk, 2015).  
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 Condescending promises led to rising tensions. Conflict was rising and 

relations between the contractors, city districts, and minority stakeholders surrounding 

the constructions sites were severely under pressure (Baetens, 2012). This view is also 

reflected in a newspaper article in ‘Het Parool’ titled ‘Het rommelt in de bouwput’ – 

relationships were deteriorating due to a very limited budget, small time frame and an 

over self-reliance of superior technology (see appendix 7). In 2002, the engagement 

between the minority stakeholders and the organization was very ‘institutional’ and 

the information was very much a ‘one-way traffic’ (Baetens, 2012; Witten, 2015).  

 

“The communication was almost threatening, at the time we only got informed with 

technocratic know-how. Engineers would criticize us on why we were so stupid and 

argued that we had no idea what we were talking about – you have no knowledge 

whatsoever, nothing can go wrong” (Doeswijk, 2015; Winkel, 2015).  

 

 This form of communication created many angry minority stakeholders that 

were being neglected. Minority stakeholders started to form coalitions and discuss 

how to establish a voice that will be heard. In one case, local residents mentioned to 

set the construction of the Vijzelgracht on fire (Baetens, 2012) – these fringe 

stakeholders, innocent bystanders, were getting desperate. In response, a workgroup 

was established titled ‘Stichting Gijzelgracht’. Many letters were written pleading the 

Project Bureau to listen and engage in some form of communication. Yet despite the 

appeals, the organization had an attitude that was similar to a ‘concrete wall’ 

(Baetens, 2012).  

 

“We experienced it as a top-down information flow, we got letters with a real 

informal character…we did get informed but it was really a one-way information 

stream rather than any form of communication.” (Winkel, 2015).  

 

Nevertheless, the commotion surrounding the construction of the 

Noord/Zuidlijn created a lot of media attention. In particular ‘Het Parool’, who gave 

journalists the freedom to write about the Noord/Zuidlijn construction. This led to a 

profusion of articles, which in most cases shed a negative light on the construction of 

the Noord/Zuidlijn. Moreover the negative publicity made it difficult for the 
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Noord/Zuidlijn to appoint a new alderman (Baetens, 2012, p.76) and the public 

increasingly started to question whether the construction of the N/Z should continue.  

Even when management knew that the wall of the metro-line station had the 

possibility to leak and cause subsidence (Baetens, 2012) it still ignored the concerns 

of the local residents. It was not until the second subsidence in 2008 that the project 

bureau introduced an outside commission (Commissie Veerman) that would change 

the whole focus and culture of the Noord/Zuidlijn project.  

 

“The local residents would call with complaints, but because we were not on-site we 

did not believe their concerns. It wasn’t possible according to our technical staff; we 

also call this ‘technocratic pornography’…There was an asymmetrical flow of 

information, everybody was doing their own thing and there was no relation between 

the contractor, client or technical department. Again from their own sincerity, nobody 

realized the impact they had on indirect stakeholders” (Witten, 2015).  

 

“We have experienced first-hand the impact top-down engagement with fringe 

stakeholders can have during the construction of the Noord/Zuidlijn in 2008. 

Connections and relationships are crucial; I sometimes assert that there was a world 

inside and outside the fences of our construction sites. We lost this connection; this 

does not mean there was no communication. But real sustainable relationships you 

build through being proactive, through listening, through sharing information, and 

genuinely showing that you do something with that information. That went wrong, we 

became to technical, thinking from inside-out…that became the basis of our work; 

that physical connection with stakeholders on the street, surroundings, with decision-

makers and representatives of interest groups” (Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

It was clear in all interviews that the subsidence of the Vijzelgracht in 2008 was the 

‘burning platform’ for its engagement strategy. Some even mentioned it to be a gods’ 

blessing or a blessing in disguise (Witten, 2015; Jelier, 2015). It was a learning 

moment where the stakeholder became the central focus; especially the indirect 

stakeholders where the organization (internally) realized it became less and less the 

organization’s project but a ‘project of the city’ (Schuurman, 2015).  
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“The clients, our major stakeholders, who invested the most, demanded they make the 

final decisions regarding what would happen with the money. But this is illogical; this 

is a project of the city of Amsterdam. You must combine all interest equally and 

contract a project with that specific focus…creating a win-win situation” (Jelier, 

2015).   

 

Through the coding method specific themes surfaced that provide proof in 

improving relationships and goodwill. Transparency, sensitivity, and openness were 

the most important factors that improve relationships and funded goodwill. To regain 

trust, the organization had to lower its thresholds in communication, both offline and 

online. All interviewees stressed the importance of being open and engaging with any 

type of stakeholder that had a concern or question, no matter the relation with the 

stakeholder. The criterion to engage with stakeholders was simple: no matter the 

distance or influence, the engagement has to be two-way and based on the 

organizational values: transparency, trustworthiness, and openness (Schuurman, 

2015). After the subsidence this became abundantly clear where the local residents 

and business owners surrounding the construction became the central focus 

(Veerman, 2009).  

 

“I learned first hand, more transparency (that is my main goal). Be honest and 

transparent otherwise you will never win the trust of others” (Jelier, 2015).  

 

“The openness that connects you with your stakeholders and the outside world 

demonstrates you genuinely want to make something of it. It defines your organization 

and shows the outside world that you are anticipating changes and co-creating 

solutions. That organic drive is one of the guiding principles. You cannot get anything 

from a concrete strategic goal, you must be in-tune with what is happening around 

you: directly and indirectly” (Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

 The organization quickly realized that without the trust, sensitivity, openness 

and proactive engagement it lost its sincerity. Moreover the role of networks 

increasingly started to play a more influential factor. Each interviewee mentioned that 

if one stakeholder was impacted, it impacted a whole network of influences. Both 
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online and offline the Noord/Zuidlijn realized it was vital to connect with its network, 

not only to broadcast and inform but also to tackle problems and co-create solutions 

that benefitted all parties. Engaging these indirect stakeholders not only provided 

different perspectives and solutions to problems, it also created more understanding 

and unity for the construction for the Noord/Zuidlijn. Ultimately, the networks 

became a strong tool to connect and build relationships. (Witten, 2015; Schuurman, 

2015; Detmar, 2015; Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

“Because we operate as an online network, it is crucial to understand who is 

participating in the discussion since they influence other parties again…as an online 

communication advisor I particularly focus on what is being discussed and how the 

dynamic of the network changes. This allows us to facilitate the discussion and 

improve our trust and authenticity” (Schuurman, 2015).  

 

“Small example, there are people in Limburg that can be very important to us. These 

people can mobilize through social-media, it doesn’t matter where you are they all 

have an opinion that impacts the relationships with our surroundings” (Detmar, 

2015). 

 

“Especially those minority stakeholders, those fringe stakeholders that live on the 

periphery play a catalytic and opinionated role towards the organization. For 

example, I still frequently get the question (in Utrecht because I work there), how the 

construction of the N/Z progresses. In response I always give an opinion, a colored 

opinion that shapes people’s perception about the project” (Winkel, 2015).  

 

The construction sites and media are a very effective engagement tool in 

nurturing relationships and funding goodwill. Onsite, it was in the interests of local 

residents and the public to understand what is happening below their feet. Through 

opening up the construction sites to the public, they could experience the work that is 

being conducted, which subsequently creates understanding (Communicatie NU, 

2012).  
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“It was like being at a three Michelin-star restaurant and the guests were allowed to 

look into the kitchen and see what is happening” (Jelier, 2015).  

 

In the online world Schuurman (2015) explains that the media is regarded as 

an opinion-maker that represents large networks. Improving relationships is realized 

through facilitating a dialogue with the public, allowing everyone who wishes to 

participate in the discussion. The online communication was mainly concerned with 

how the city of Amsterdam perceived the Noord/Zuidlijn. This was achieved through 

creating a transparent overview of daily operations. Communication channels such as 

Twitter, Flickr, Facebook, Youtube and a corporate website (www.hierzijnwij.nu) 

were created to update the public about the progress of the N/Z. As a result, online 

engagement grew exponentially and the organization was slowly regaining its trust 

(Cobouw, 2012).  

Year Website Visitors 

2009 Noordzuidlijn.nl 93.518 

2010 Noordzuidlijn.nl 

Hierzijnwij.nu (July, 2010) 

338.104 

109.936 

2011 Noordzuidlijn.nl 

Hierzijnwij.nu 

292.106 

360.647 

Source: Noord-Zuidlijn wint vertrouwen door inzet sociale media (30-01-2012) 

 
“Its an unpredictable process, we did not know where we were going, the only thing 

we knew was that we had a strategy to tell people what was going on, in the most 

transparent way possible. That was our communication value. We know things the 

public might not know and vice-versa. Ultimately, we wanted to show that we could 

handle the critique and change if necessary” (Schuurman, 2015).  

 

 In the online communication, the project bureau also attempted to engage with 

more specific groups: the local residents and business-owners surrounding the 

construction sites. Yet, despite these attempts it failed to do so (Schuurman 2015; 

Witten, 2015). The project bureau realized that different stakeholder groups desire 

different engagement strategies. Special units were introduced within the organization 

to facilitate the different needs and concerns. Before the subsidence in 2008 project 
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supervisors were situated at the central office (Baetens, 2012). Yet the local residents 

demanded a direct and individual line of communication. As Witten (2015) and Jelier 

(2015) assert, to understand the local needs of your indirect stakeholders it is crucial 

to be on-site and understand what is happening you must ‘put yourself in their shoes’ 

to understand their struggles. This is how you build relationships with mutual respect.  

 

“Regard it as a kitchen table conversation…its the little things that make the 

difference, that personal communication: being proactive and personal. It is very 

important that you are proactive in the sense that you know what is happening in the 

neighborhood because if you aren’t, it will be the headline of next morning’s 

newspaper” (Witten, 2015).  

 

In both interviews with local residents, the interviewees explained how the 

relationship between the Noord/Zuidlijn and its indirect stakeholders dramatically 

improved after project supervisors were placed on-site. There was an open channel of 

communication and local residents had a direct line with the project supervisors.  

 

“With Boukje on-site I always got an immediate response, this had a lot of impact…I 

once wanted something replaced, I asked Boukje if she could help. Unfortunately 

after closer inspection it was not possible but nevertheless she tried” (Winkel, 2015).  

 

4.4 Managing Change 
The corporate cultural change that resulted from the subsidence in 2008 is the focus in 

this section. If the organization incorporated a broad approach directly from the start, 

would there be need for change? This was a question that all interviewees found 

challenging to answer. In particular the interviewees that joined the organization after 

2008 replied that it is unethical, inhuman, and not a way of living especially in 

today’s environment (Witten, 2015).  

Right from the start of the Noord/Zuidlijn the organization was plagued by 

rules and procedures that disallow flexibility. Particularly before 2004 people spoke 

of a technocratic, top-down driven organization. The organization neglected its 

surroundings and informed its stakeholders on a ‘need to know basis’ (Baetens, 

2012). Coupled with a limited time frame and a tight budget the organization was 
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faced with multiple strains that discourage proactive engagement strategies. The 

traditional setup had a very inward-oriented approach that simply acted on its inside 

knowledge. According to the engineers nothing could go wrong. The over-self 

reliance made the organization ignorant and unwilling. Creating a gap that ignored 

valuable knowledge that is needed to anticipate changes.  

 

“They simply did not listen to us, they thought they had it all figured out” (Doeswijk, 

2015).  

 

“After 2004 we were making small steps but too hesitatingly, always reactive and 

never out conviction that something needed to drastically change” (Detmar, 2015). 

 

 As response, stakeholders increasingly started to criticize the project. The 

organization was setting its own agenda without the input from its environment. 

Although there were many signs that something needed to change, the time frame and 

budget of the project restricted these opportunities. Internally, tensions formed 

through multiple budget talks with contractors and mistrust amongst its management, 

clients, and other primary stakeholders (Baetens, 2012). Creating an ineffective 

structure with no sense of unity. The flaws really surfaced when local residents 

complained about the over hours and noise complaints (Witten, 2015). Nobody took 

the complaints seriously – management did not realize how the operations impacted 

the local residents (Doeswijk, 2015; Winkel, 2015).  

 

“We made an analysis and found that the communication only exists when we got 

contacted by the media, even then it took us a week to respond. We had not sense or 

idea of our stakeholder landscape…we didn’t organize ourselves and if the 

subsidence didn’t occur it would have been a whole different ballgame” (Detmar, 

2015).  

 

The years of neglect and the eventual subsidence of the Vijzelgracht triggered 

the transformation. The organization had a ‘traditional setup and thinks that 

communication primarily means ‘informing’ (Baetens, 2015). All the interviewees 
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were in broad agreement that if the organization facilitated the needs of its indirect 

stakeholders from the start, the change would have been managed more effectively.  

 

“It is crucial that you understand what is happening in your operating environment, 

always make sure that you are one step ahead and able to facilitate those needs 

otherwise you are forced to change and you are even further from home” (Witten, 

2015).  

 

 Its source of change was internal and made obvious through the concerns of 

indirect stakeholders. All interviewees recognize the complexity of stakeholder 

networks and experienced its influence. Coupled with newspaper articles, online 

critique and other forms of networks the impact grew. Especially the Internet and 

social media started to play an influential role in giving the indirect stakeholders a 

stronger voice.  

 

“The subsidence is the foundation of how we currently deal with our environment. 

The importance of communication and reputation became a crucial driver in our 

organization…nowadays, if we get a new project the first thing we think about is: who 

are our stakeholders, how does it impact them, and how can we involve them” 

(Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

Despite these complexities being regarded as threats they also hold the key to 

facilitating these processes (Commissie Veerman, 2009). The management 

recognized it must connect with its networks to facilitate change. Identifying potential 

sources of change can only be enabled through understanding the needs and concerns 

of its operating networks (Detmar, 2015).  

 

“What we underestimated as an organization is the fact that communication systems 

(internet) cultivate on connections with others, without anyone making direct money 

or power…each part of a network has an impact on another network, especially on 

the periphery there are so many opportunities that are yet to discovered”  

(Schuurman, 2015).  
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 Four years after the major alteration there haven’t been any grotesque 

incidents that caused major change (BouwendNL, 2012). The interviewees commonly 

refer to an organic grow within the organization. Incorporating a broad view and 

becoming more transparent makes the organization more vulnerable but 

simultaneously open for criticism and if necessary, room for improvement (Sheerazi, 

2015). The fundamental steps in recognizing concerns and facilitating change can 

only be developed around core organizational values. For the N/Z those include: 

sensitivity, transparency and proactive engagement (Detmar, 2015; Sheerazi, 2015; 

Schuurman; 2015).  

 

“It is therefore crucial that every time we engage in a discussion we reason from our 

core values. It is about openness, being vulnerable and not afraid for criticism. That 

is the basis for all our engagements. It doesn’t matter with which stakeholder you 

deal with” (Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

Ultimately leading to a more flexible organizational structure according to Detmar 

and Sheerazi (2015). Both interviewees stress the importance of letting the public set 

the agenda and taking all concerns serious. If concerns are not immediately dealt with 

other networks get involved, making the organization more exposed and less 

adaptable to change.  

 

4.5 Competitive Imagination  
As illustrated, before the subsidence the N/Z had a very inward-oriented approach and 

too single-minded on personal knowledge. During the preparation the brightest minds 

were hired to make sure the execution of the project would not hinder its surroundings 

(Baetens, 2012). Yet, despite these measures the impact far exceeded the prognoses. 

In some cases the coffee cups fell of the kitchen table due to the vibrations of the 

tunnel bore. Complaints were filed but the only response the local residents got was 

that is couldn’t be the contractors because they were drilling within the customary 

tolerance (Doeswijk, 2015). After the first subsidence (2006) local residents got a 

similar reply that it was nothing significant and only a small crack that couldn’t be 

caused from the construction of the metro-line. The over self-reliance on personal 

skills and superior technology made the organization oblivious. The organization 
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believed that outside knowledge had no value since the project had so many technical 

aspects, which took years to develop (Beatens, 2012).  

 In contrast, all the interviewees were in broad agreement that engagement with 

indirect stakeholders broadens a project scope and creates more perspectives on 

potential problems. Moreover, the interviewees assert that an organization must 

understand how its operations impact its surroundings and vice-versa, someone can 

only truly understand its operating environment when it engages with the local 

stakeholders (Witten, 2015).  Seeking local knowledge enables richer sources of 

information and potential opportunities. It proved its richness after the subsidence in 

2008 where the project bureau placed its project supervisors onsite to communicate 

directly with its local stakeholders. Ultimately this lowered the barrier to engage, 

created trust-based relationships, leveraged local know-how, and gave the project 

diverse perspectives in finding different solutions (Jelier, 2015).  

 

“Eventually you constantly come with new ideas. Engaging with the local residents 

enables more perspective and diversity in solutions. Many solutions you cannot devise 

by yourself, in some cases you don’t even know if it’s a problem and only discover 

after engaging with the local residents” (Jelier, 2015).  

 

“In many cases it is in the little things, every conversation that we have had has led to 

small adjustments in the implementation. You leverage knowledge, you get support, 

new ideas, which creates a win-win for both parties” (Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

Following the drastic change in its communication strategy, the Internet and social-

media became an important source of collecting information and activating 

opportunities (Schuurman, 2015). As noted, the project bureau let the public set the 

agenda around particular themes, this enabled the public to voice their concerns and 

simultaneously come with solutions. These discussions were rich in information since 

many individuals partook in the conversation. An example is extension of the 

Noord/Zuidlijn to Schiphol. Schuurman (2015) noted that normally these discussions 

occur through a political lens, however facilitating dialogue enables the public to 

come with opinions that hold valuable information and opportunities for the future. 

This is a change that is gradually taking place (Schuurman, 2015).   
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 Although all interviewees are in broad agreement that an open/transparent 

engagement increases knowledge sharing in co-creating solutions there was no 

evidence of any technological innovations (Detmar, 2015; Schuurman, 2015; 

Sheerazi, 2015).  

Offsite (online) knowledge sharing came in the form of agenda setting: the 

public set the agenda to voice their concerns and opportunities through online 

discussion. This strategy as Schuurman (2015) explains, establishes trust-based 

relationships, which unlocks potential knowledge for follow-up projects (the need to 

extent the metro line to Schiphol).  

But actually co-creating solutions only occurred during direct engagement 

with onsite project supervisors. Through transparent and open-communication 

solutions were co-created in the interests of the project bureau and local residents.  An 

example given by three interviewees (Sheerazi, 2015; Detmar, 2015; Witten, 2015) 

was the installation of a freezing plant. Initially a freezing plant would be installed in 

the middle of the Vijzelgracht (four freight- containers high), which not only causing 

noise pollution but also blocks multiple houses. In response, the local residents came 

with an alternative to place the installation underground, however, due to health and 

safety reasons this was prohibited. Yet, the local residents believed it was possible 

and started to investigate further, after numerous investigations it deemed possible. 

Making the street sight/operations more manageable and local residents not having to 

face an enormous freezing plant as soon as they stepped out the door. As Witten 

(2015) recalls, without the input of the local residents we would of never thought this 

was possible.  

 

“It weren’t the technical innovations, rather co-creating solutions where local 

residents gain more understanding for unpleasant situations in the future” (Detmar, 

2015).  

 

Another example was the metro station at Scheldeplein; during drilling the bore hit a 

sewer pipe where the sewer pipe had to be redirected to commence the drilling. 

However this would mean a sewer pipe arching over the street and blocking two 

restaurants. As response, titled in the media ‘De Noodrioolbuis op het Scheldeplein 

Wordt Gepimpt’ (AT5, 2010).  
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“Through immediately understanding that this is not only a technical problem but 

also a problem for the stakeholders we had to act and find a solution to make this 

problem bearable. Within two days we sat around the table with all local stakeholders 

and came up with four solutions. That same morning we collectively agreed to 

decorate the sewer pipe with Christmas decoration. Extraordinarily, people had a lot 

of sympathy and were actually sad when it was taken down to redirect the sewer pipe 

underground again”(Sheerazi, 2015) 

 

There are many more illustrations where local stakeholders provided the input and 

access to co-create solutions (Schuurman, 2015). All interviewees were in broad 

agreement that without the input of indirect stakeholders there would be no output. 

Specifically that local knowledge is so valuable; knowledge that cannot be found 

anywhere else and can only leveraged with the local input (Witten, 2015). 

 Furthermore, multiple investigations were conducted in response to 

stakeholder concerns. For instance high-levels of water: everyone thought the 

construction of the N/Z was to blame. Instead, it was due to climatic changes – the 

city level of Amsterdam is slowly lapsing and the water levels are rising.  

 

“The results of such a study are not only in the interest of our local surroundings but 

also in the interest of national or international level. Those investigations come from 

a local context and are concerns I normally don’t think of myself” (Witten, 2015).  

 

Although the reports were written in the interest of this project: the results and 

knowledge can be used in multiple contexts and purposes. By placing the findings on 

the web stakeholders are able to comment on the findings and provide further 

valuable knowledge, which simultaneously enhances its trustworthiness (Schuurman, 

2015).  

 In 2009 the N/Z communication strategy has primarily focused on 

transparency and being open to critique. This has enabled the organization to develop 

trust-based relationships with local stakeholders and a two-way flow of knowledge. 

Yet, as Detmar (2015) explains in his interview, this is only an illustration of the 

potential of engagement with local stakeholders.   
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“We could engage more proactively then we are already doing. I was recently at a 

conference and someone asked if we dared to place an issue/challenge on the Internet 

to see which solutions people come up with and implement them. At this point we 

haven’t done that yet, but it would be very fruitful” (Detmar, 2015).  

 

4.6 Continuous Learning and Growth 
All interviewees were in broad agreement that in order for an organization to grow it 

needs the input from its stakeholders. Signal words like trust, openness, transparency, 

and sensitivity were commonly referred to as the growth drivers in this particular 

project.  

 The thorough investigation of Commission Veerman (2009) revealed the 

organization’s ineffective infrastructure. In particular the mutual collaboration and 

responsibilities between the different municipal services (project bureau, contractors, 

and indirect stakeholders) showed imperfections and defects (Commissie Veerman, 

2009). Governed by a tight budget and political control there was no room for growth. 

The coordination within the organization was lacking where periodic risk consultation 

between the project bureau and contractors never took place. Coupled with an 

overshadowing distrust amongst the local residents and other indirect stakeholders the 

organization literary experienced ‘rock-bottom’ – after 2008 ‘the only way is up’ 

(Baetens, 2012).  

 The organization felt that in order to realize growth it must regain its trust 

amongst its stakeholders. This required an internal change; top to bottom. 

Transparency became the new norm. The management emphasized that the 

organization must be the first one to deliver the news; good or bad. Schuurman (2015) 

recalls it being some form of an experiment with a specific focus on how the dynamic 

of a network changes. This focus enables the organization to constantly adapt: making 

the connection more robust to create trust and facilitate growth.  

 

“We understood the influence of networks and realized that the network we operate in 

is essential for the execution of the project. During its execution it was always a bit of 

‘trail and error’, we were constantly improving our engagement, which seemed to 
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work. What deemed very important were the core values we set at the beginning, it 

was up to everyone else to translate it into their own work” (Schuurman, 2015).  

 

 After the subsidence in 2008 all the interviewees indicated an organic growth 

with no specific strategy; only core values. There were no specific criteria/factors on 

how stakeholders are identified or prioritized, enabling a broad approach where every 

stakeholders had the freedom to partake in a discussion. In 2009 this mindset became 

the basis of N/Z strategic focus (Detmar, 2015). The organization felt that the 

opportunities lay in an open dialogue; it began to establish itself as an authority where 

the infrastructure shaped organically.  

Especially the input of fringe stakeholders became an important growth driver. 

Originally, the main stakeholders of the project were the government, the different 

constituencies to obtain licenses, and the GVB (who will be operating the metro-line) 

(Detmar, 2015). Yet, the organization realized the impact of the fringe on core 

stakeholders.  

 

“Everybody thought that the only important stakeholders were the once that had a 

direct control on us, but this is not the case. Those fringe stakeholders are crucial 

because they have indirect influence on our core stakeholders” (Detmar, 2015).  

 

 The engagement is seen as a dynamic and interactive learning process. 

Following 2008 the organization focused on particular issues that deemed important. 

Those specific issues revealed fringe stakeholders and therefore became important 

players that enable growth (Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

“All types of stakeholders started to engage around particular issues. You develop 

relationships with them and everything around it (project). Like I mentioned earlier 

the organic developed gave the basis for those relationships within the project” 

(Sheerazi, 2015).  

 

 The openness and transparency make the organization, it shows the outside 

world that an organization is continuously evolving and in-tune with real 

developments. According to all interviewees this demands a flexible proceeding and 
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structure. To facilitate these developments concerns must be understood, this is 

realized through implementing special-units; offline where project supervisors are 

onsite communicating directly with the local residents, and online where the 

communication advisor facilitates an online dialogue.  

 Where the organization went from being a laughing stock to a trusted entity 

(Sheerazi, 2013). All the interviewees were in broad agreement that the input of its 

stakeholders has realized this growth. Not only has it regained its trust but the 

engagement also plays a facilitating role in future projects: the extension to Schiphol. 

A whole discussion is taking place on <www.hierzijnwij.nu> regarding the extension 

of the metro-line. These opinions are of value when a decision would be made on 

whether or not to extend the line to Schiphol (Sheerazi, 2015). 

Another development is the new website, the organization felt that they are 

still very passive in their budgeting and are therefore introducing a dynamic planning 

that enables the public to see which construction site are delayed and why. This 

creates more transparency and understanding if something is delayed (Schuurman, 

2015). Ultimately with the introduction of the new website the organization 

demonstrates how they have learned and grown to where they are now compared to 6 

years ago.  
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5. CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, AND FUTURE RESEARCH   

This last chapter discusses the findings illustrated in the results section.  This section 

will compare the results retrieved from the case study to comment on the proposed 

conceptual model. Further, the limitations of this research are discussed with further 

implications and recommendations regarding further research.  

 To ensure the intended outcome of this research report, the following 

paragraphs are setup according to the themes proposed in the conceptual model. Each 

theme will be thoroughly examined with the literature in chapter 2.  

  

5.1 Improving Relationships and Funding Goodwill 

Improving relationships and funding goodwill is the first question in this research 

report. Expressed by the theory of social construct (Rowley, 1997) and Freeman’s 

(1984) theory of stakeholder engagement, this notion is primarily expressed as the 

motivation to avoid the formation of smart mobs.  

The results from the interviews show that improving relationships and funding 

goodwill is an essential characteristic of FSE. The results immediately make a 

distinction on ‘The Principle of Who or What Really Counts’ (Freeman, 1994). 

Before 2008 the Noord/Zuidlijn project bureau followed a narrow view of SE. Due to 

its tight budget and limited time frame, the project bureau perceived it stakeholders 

according to its core economic interests. Very similar to Clarkson’s (1995) definition 

of stakeholder theory, a clear distinction between primary and secondary stakeholders 

was made. Primary stakeholders were the government, officials to obtain operating 

licenses, and tram drivers (GVB). The secondary stakeholders were the local 

residents, media, and other innocent bystanders; those who got influenced or affected 

by the organization, but are not engaged in transactions since they are not critical for 

survival (Detmar, 2015).  

Before 2008 the project bureau only focused on primary stakeholders to 

ensure survival. As the results show, fringe stakeholders were only engaged in a one-

way interaction without any scheme of cooperation. This resulted in distrust, and 

stakeholders that had their ‘backs pressed against the wall’ (Binnenlands Bestuur, 

2011). Minority stakeholders formed coalitions and build communication networks 

(e.g. Stichting Gijzelgracht) to share knowledge and express their concerns. Coupled 
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with serious media attention and the subsidence of the Vijzelgracht in 2008; the 

project bureau became the laughing stock of Amsterdam (Sheerazi, 2015). 

As response, the project bureau drastically changed its corporate culture where 

the fringe/minority stakeholders became the central focus of the project. The main 

goal was to regain the trust and build trust-based relationships with its surroundings. 

Core values like transparency, openness, and sensitivity were the new norm. The 

alteration is a perfect reflection of the broad view by Freeman (1984) and Mitchell 

(1997) who asserts that stakeholder includes everyone who can is or affected by the 

organization. An organization should know about all their stakeholders for firm-

centered purposes of survival, damage control, economic well-being, and influencing 

public policy.  

Moreover, the management styles proposed by Edelenbos et al., (2013) clearly 

portray the situation in this case study. Before 2008 the project bureau incorporated a 

project management style. This is reflected in the interviews where the respondents 

claim that external/fringe stakeholders with opposing views or concerns were resisted 

as much as possible. After 2008 the project bureau adopted a process management 

style, which implements a broad view and facilitates the complex and dynamic 

environment of stakeholders.  

All the interviewees in the case study acknowledge the significance of a broad 

scope (Freeman, 1984). Focusing on its core values and changing the organization’s 

identity to ‘a project of the city’; relationships with fringe stakeholders drastically 

improved. The transparency and openness lowered the barriers to engage and 

acknowledges any type of stakeholder to partake in the engagement. Special units 

(engagement channels) were introduced that facilitate the concerns of specific off-and 

online stakeholders; project supervisors were placed onsite to facilitate the concerns 

of local residents and special communication advisors were placed online to facilitate 

the needs of the public. Thus, any concern or question is immediately dealt with. As 

shown in the results, the response of indirect stakeholders was positive. Fringe 

stakeholders were being taken seriously, this resulted in trust and support for the 

project. Reflected by the media who refer to the filling of the ‘reputation matrass’ 

(Financieel Dagblad, 2012).  

Furthermore, the organization realized the influence of networks. As Rowley 

(1997) claims, it is crucial to understand how organizations should respond to a 
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network of influences. The case study demonstrates how fringe stakeholders have the 

ability to self-organize and influence operations no matter the distance. 

Communications technology enabled the stakeholders to share information and build 

networks accordingly, which gained large support from the public (national level).  

Instead of perceiving these dynamic networks as a threat, Schuurman insisted 

that the organization operate like a network. As a result, the organization facilitates 

online dialogue among stakeholders, which is supported by the notion of social capital 

(Cohen and Prusak, 2000) creating mutual understanding, trust and a sense of 

reciprocity. Supported by the interviewees, asserting that the facilitative role 

empowers the public to form public opinion; creating mutual trust and understanding 

for the project.  

The importance of both the broad view and the notion of social construct that 

the interviewees in this case study emphasize, is that FSE is fundamental in 

improving relationships and funding goodwill. Since the project bureau focuses on the 

periphery, it immediately facilitates the concerns’ of the indigenous groups. 

Stakeholders can engage directly with the organization instead of going through other 

mediums. This improves relationships and minimalizes the need to form smart-mobs.  

In summary, in terms of improving relationships and funding goodwill, FSE is 

driven by the broad view and the notion of social construct. It facilitates the concerns 

of any type of stakeholder and recognizes the complex dynamics of a network. 

Therefore in the light of this evidence, the theories reflected in the case study confirm 

the relationship between FSE and improving relationships and funding goodwill.  

  

5.2 Managing Change  

The literature illustrates that managing change is facilitated through developing 

knowledge that lies on the periphery of the organization’s network. An organization 

must keep up with the fast changing dynamics of a market, which can only be realized 

through an open and flexible corporate structure. The literature illustrates the need to 

incorporate openness, transparency and sensitivity. According to Freeman and Evans 

(1993) the very purpose of an organization is to serve as a vehicle for coordinating 

stakeholder interests, this demands a flexible structure. The importance of a flexible 

structure is also emphasized (Rowley, 1997) as a means to facilitate the network of 

influences where change can be anticipated at an early stage.  
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 The results point out that the project bureau of the Noord/Zuidlijn had a very 

‘institutionalized’ approach that was plagued by rules and procedures. The inward-

oriented approach neglected its surroundings and the management set its own agenda. 

This resulted in a mentality that ignored valuable knowledge that is needed to sense 

market changes. The project bureau acknowledges this mindset and despite the 

multiple manifestations (fringe stakeholder complaints, negative media attention, 

multiple budget talks) did not change its strategy to manage these pressures.  

 Although all the interviewees regard it as a ‘blessing in disguise’ the 

subsidence of the Vijzelgracht triggered the change and almost put a whole stop to the 

project. The subsidence incessantly revolutionized the corporate structure from 

within, destroying the old strategy and incessantly creating a new one. Its source came 

from the concerns of fringe stakeholders, prior to the subsidence in 2008 some houses 

already revealed cracks, but the project bureau disregarded those concerns due to their 

narrow view and over self-reliance on internal knowledge. 

 The situation before the final subsidence in 2008 describes Edelenbos et al., 

(2013) ‘project management style’ where the management had closed boundaries 

between the operations and its surroundings. Based on limited resources and a narrow 

focus the project bureau was static with no flexibility to manage any form of change. 

It was only after ‘Commissie Veerman’ that the organization adopted a ‘process 

management style’ that synchronizes stakeholder concerns with the views and goals 

of the project. Incorporating a broad view enables an outward-in approach and takes 

all stakeholder concerns seriously.  

 As illustrated in the literature, FSE acknowledges all types of stakeholders and 

enables the organization to share knowledge quicker. In the case study the 

organization realized it must connect with its networks to facilitate change, especially 

the concerns of fringe stakeholders since they are the source of concerns. Although 

there is no direct proof that FSE manages change, after the implementation of a 

‘process management style’ the organization was more flexible, no more major 

alterations took place; all concerns were seriously dealt with and the project became 

‘a project of the city of Amsterdam.  

 Furthermore, when considering the outcomes of the interviews, a strong 

emphasis was placed on organic growth (openness and sensitivity). The project 

bureau had no specific strategy, only core values that positioned the stakeholders as 
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the central focus. Sheerazi (2015) points out that making the stakeholders the central 

focus allowed the organization to understand their needs and concerns. Online the 

organization played a facilitative role that allowed the public to set the agenda (setting 

agenda topics). In addition, the onsite project supervisors took a more proactive 

approach through directly engaging with fringe stakeholders.  

 In the case study, it is noticed that all interviewees emphasize the importance 

of facilitating the needs and concerns of fringe stakeholders. Yet, this 

acknowledgement only became reality after the subsidence in 2008. The reasoning 

behind this is that the organization was ill equipped to facilitate a project at this scale. 

Detmar (2015) acknowledges that limited resources and time beleaguered the 

organization and created an inward focus that disregarded outside involvement.  

 In summary, the information presented by the interviews and documents 

demonstrate that the old structure was plagued by rules and procedures that 

disallowed the ability to manage change. The major alteration incorporated a fringe 

stakeholder approach that acknowledges the broad view, social construct, and RBV. 

Supported by the results the new strategy promoted flexibility and facilitated the 

concerns of all stakeholders, resulting in trust, mutual understanding and a sense of 

reciprocity.  

 

5.3 Competitive Imagination 
The literature demonstrates that FSE increases the level of competitive imagination. 

This notion is motivated by the theories of stakeholder engagement (Freeman, 1984), 

social construct (Rowley, 1997), and RBV (Grant, 1991).  

 As noted, the results show a clear difference in focus before and after the 

subsidence in 2008. Before 2008 the organization had an over self-reliance on 

personal skills and superior technology which made the organization oblivious. 

Although the organization understood its resources (tangible and intangible) it only 

derived knowledge from stakeholders with the same background (civil engineering) 

the other external factors were regarded as ‘common sense’ (Baetens, 2012). This 

focus only leveraged the resources from within. One of the local residents pointed out 

that all the input from the indirect stakeholders was immediately disregarded because 

they did not understand the technicalities this project apprehended. Reflected in the 

RBV (Grant, 1991) the engagement with stakeholders determines the availability and 
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access to significant resources and competitive advantage. Hence, before 2008 the 

access to resources/knowledge was limited to its structural boundaries. 

 After 2008, the organization changed its strategic focus. The broad and 

proactive focus empowered all types of stakeholders to partake in an engagement 

where the social construct encouraged the notion of social capital. Combined, the 

access and availability to resources is much greater and therefore a higher potency to 

create competitive advantage.  

 However, the case illustrates that there were no technical innovations, rather 

diverse perspective in finding solutions together. The interviewees point out that 

competitive imagination lies in the little things – co-creating solutions that creates a 

win-win situation. In accordance with the notion of social capital by Cohen and 

Prusak (2000), the project supervisors emphasize the need to understand a project’s 

microenvironment; proactively engaging with fringe stakeholders enhances trust, this 

leads to higher knowledge sharing due to common interests. Ultimately, FSE captures 

a broader landscape of stakeholders; the proactive engagement leverages the 

resources within the network, which enables the flow and access to resources more 

effectively.   

 The information offered in the case show that the placing of special units 

enabled two different kinds of opportunities. Online the organization let the public set 

the agenda. Proposed by Cohen and Prusak (2000), this created trust-based 

relationships that leverages ideas for follow-up projects, in this case the extension of 

the metro line to Schiphol. Offline the organization engaged in direct communication, 

which allowed the co-creating of solutions by the local residents and project bureau. 

Some of these examples as illustrated in the results were the installation of the 

freezing equipment, the decoration of the sewer line, the investigation on the high 

water levels. According to the interviewees the local knowledge makes the 

engagement so valuable since it cannot be found anywhere else.  

 Although there is a high correspondence with the RBV (Grant, 1991), social 

construct (Rowley, 1997), and broad view (Freeman, 1984) there is no indication of 

competitive imagination producing competitive advantage. A possible explanation for 

this could be that this is a public organization with no direct competitors; the 

organization was specifically setup for the purpose of building the Noord/Zuidlijn. It 
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is therefore unclear whether FSE creates competitive advantage through competitive 

imagination. 

 In the interviews the director asserts that the communication strategy is still in 

its ‘baby shoes’. Proposed by the RBV (Grant, 1991) it recognizes the value of social 

relationships in and outside the organization. Further the openness has proved its 

success and enabled a broader landscape of resources. With reference to the ‘baby 

shoes’ and FSE this strategy is only an illustration of its future potential. 

Summarizing these results, there is proof of social capital illustrated by Cohen 

and Prusak (2000); increasing sharing of knowledge to co-create solutions and 

facilitating dialogue to enhance trust; presenting new opportunities for follow-up 

projects that secure long-term performance. Thus, there is confirmation between FSE 

and competitive imagination, yet no description of creating competitive advantage.   

 

5.4 Continuous Learning and Growth  

The last testable question in this research report proposes that FSE anticipates and 

resolves constantly evolving knowledge. Supported by the broad view (Freeman, 

1984) that constantly feeds more knowledge, the notion of social construct (Rowley, 

1997) that demands a flexible structure, and RBV (Grant, 1991) that realizes organic 

growth proposes that FSE stimulates learning and growth.   

The illustration of growth can best be explained through the different levels of 

engagement described by Katsoulakos et al., (2006). Before the subsidence in 2008 

the organization adopted an informative approach, after the subsidence this 

engagement changed to an instrumental approach where local concerns were 

facilitated through increasing transparency and openness. When the instrumental 

approach proved its success a democratic approach was apprehended where 

organization facilitate feedback on corporate strategies and performance.  

In light of this evidence the organization must incorporate a broad view to 

access a broad array of resources and allow a flexible structure to facilitate growth. 

The information in the case closely correlates with the literature. No specific strategy 

was set, only core values, which the organization acted upon. The communication 

advisor pointed out that they were operating like a network; this meant a flexible 

structure that constantly adapted to the concerns of its stakeholders. Supported by the 

director who claims that fringe stakeholders directly impact core stakeholders, which 
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in turn impacts the organization. Thus, social construct (Rowley, 1997) develops 

understanding on how the organization should respond to these influences. Reflected 

by the case; an open-approach that only focused on core values that resulted in an 

organic growth.  

 Through solely focusing on its core values the organization had no specific 

criteria/factors on how stakeholders are prioritized. Reflected by Freeman (1984) this 

view consents knowledge from all types of stakeholders. The openness and 

transparency demonstrate that an organization is constantly in-tune with its 

environment. The facilitation of such an engagement demands flexible proceeding 

and structure. Reflected by the works of Cohen and Prusak (2000), the notion of 

social capital justifies this growth. Special units are introduced to interlink trust, 

norms and reciprocity. As a result sharing of knowledge is increased, which lowers 

transaction costs due to higher level of trust. Further, a high level of consistency is 

maintained due to shared understanding.   

 However, the interviewees did point out that the project had different phases 

with different contractors. This affects the level of consistency because every time 

new stakeholders have to get acquainted with the corporate culture. This costs a lot of 

time and resources, yet the interviewees stress that if this not done the organization 

would be back to where in started in 2008.  

In summary the results demonstrate a relationship between FSE and 

continuous learning and growth. The case clearly demonstrates that after the strategic 

change in engagement the organization experienced growth through trust, reputation, 

and foremost as an established authority that was fit to lead a project at this scale.  

 

5.5 Conclusion on FSE  
After thoroughly analyzing the testable questions proposed by the theory and 

comparing them with the results from the case study, the main research question in 

this report can be answered: 

 

What value can the project bureau of the Noord/Zuidlijn create by engaging with 

their fringe stakeholders?  
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The literature review presented in chapter 2 is the foundation for the 

conceptual model. The deployment of the model proposes four different outcomes; 

improving relationships and funding goodwill, managing change, enhancing 

competitive imagination, and stimulating continuous learning and growth. Since there 

is not robust theory that accounts for the effects of high quality relationships with 

multiple stakeholders this model acts a practical foundation for analyzing FSE in a 

more developed context.  

The importance of improving relationships and funding goodwill is illustrated 

throughout the whole case. All interviewees, accompanied with documents and 

newspaper articles explain that FSE improves relationships and funds goodwill. 

Acknowledging the literature, that proposes the combination of the theories of 

stakeholder engagement (Freeman, 1984), social construct (Rowley, 1997) are vital 

factors in understanding the value of fringe stakeholders.  

The second characteristic, managing change, facilitated the concerns of fringe 

stakeholders to anticipate sources of change. The case study illustrates that a narrow 

view disregards concerns of fringe stakeholders that caused the change. Further, the 

strategic change before and after 2008 clearly demonstrate the need for a broad view, 

flexible structure, and understanding of social construct. Therefore, the theories 

coupled with the case study offer a good explanation of the relationships between FSE 

and managing change.  

The third characteristic, enhancing competitive imagination, asserts that 

through the theories of RBV (Grant, 1991), social construct (Rowley, 1997) and broad 

view (Freeman, 1984) organizations have a broader access to resources, which enable 

a higher degree of competitive imagination and competitive advantage. Yet, despite 

the case study illustrating the co-creation of solutions (little things) there is no 

evidence/explanation of creating competitive advantage. This research paper therefore 

could not provide a full explanation for this characteristic.  

The last characteristic, continuous learning and growth is evident throughout 

the whole case study. The theories provide a useful explanation in why FSE 

stimulates continuous learning and growth. The interviewees emphasize the 

importance of social capital: sharing of knowledge, lowering transaction costs, and 

high level of consistency coupled with a flexible structure; an insightful explanation 

describing a relationship between FSE and continuous learning and growth.  
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To conclude, the theories that determine FSE deem useful in explaining the 

value of FSE for organizations. Despite the case study providing little foundation for 

scientific generalization the case study does support the theories illustrated in chapter 

2. Inclusively, the theories of the value characteristics offer a useful instrument for 

describing FSE and the value of fringe stakeholders.  

 

5.6 Discussion  
The research provides valuable insight on the concept of FSE with the aim to expand 

and generalize the concept of FSE. Moreover, insights on ‘The Principle of Who or 

What Really Counts’ by Freeman (1994) are provided. The research strategy is an 

analysis of the construction of the Noord/Zuidlijn. The results acknowledge the 

influence of fringe stakeholders proposed by Hart and Sharma (2004) and 

demonstrate that FSE is also of value in a more developed context. Although a single 

embedded case study provides little footing for scientific generalization, the case 

study is generalizable to the theories that constitute FSE. According to Yin (2010) 

analytical generalization has two steps, which are both reflected in this research 

paper. First, a conceptual claim is made through the Noord/Zuidlijn case bearing on 

the theories of stakeholder theory (Freeman, 1984), social construct (Rowley, 1997), 

and RBV (Grant, 1991). Secondly, the results of the case study imply that FSE can be 

applied in similar situations where similar events might occur. To illustrate, the 

following will discuss the insights of the literature based on the results from the case 

study.  

 Suggested by the literature the results immediately demonstrate how difficult 

it is to exercise CSR and the importance of SE (Caroll, 1999). Throughout the case 

the theories clearly narrate the data analysis and confirm the value of FSE. The start 

of the Noord/Zuidlijn construction demonstrates why multiple factors (limited 

timeframe; tight budget; over self reliance on superior technology) make it difficult to 

exercise CSR. Hence any project at this scale and multiple stakeholder influences 

must incorporate a flexible budget, flexible timeframe and sensitivity to its operating 

surroundings.  

From the analysis, another insight offered is the acknowledgement of the 

stakeholder theory proposed by Freeman (1984). The unique aspect of this case is the 

timeframe of the project (15 +/- years) and the alteration in the project bureau’ 
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engagement strategy. In particular the aftermath of the subsidence on the Vijzelgracht 

in 2008, which demonstrates the value of the broad view where transparency, 

openness, and sensitivity are the key indicators. Freeman points out what would 

happen if not all stakeholders are considered equal; this is clearly evident throughout 

the case. After 2008 the success of a broad view is immediately evident in the 

reputation and trust of the project. The broad view asserts that every stakeholder is of 

significance for survival, economic well-being, damage control and influencing public 

policy, which is evident in all four featured values of FSE. Consequently, this 

research offers new insights in that the broad view improves relationships and funds 

goodwill, manages change more effectively, promotes competitive imagination, and 

stimulates continuous learning and growth. In light of this evidence, an organization 

engaged in a similar context with multiple stakeholder influences should incorporate a 

broad view. Moreover, Freeman’s stakeholder theory offers a good explanation on 

why the Noord/Zuidlijn was so close to failure.  

There is a distinct difference between the narrow and broad view and their 

effects on the project. To some level the narrow view (Clarkson, 1995) is 

acknowledged since the notion is based limited resources, time and attention, which 

clearly depicts the situation before 2008. Yet the complex and dynamic stakeholder 

environment is clearly evident and the broad view by Freeman (1984) appears to be a 

valid contribution. For future research it would be interesting to investigate to which 

extent the broad view becomes ineffective, where should an organization draw its 

engagement boundaries? Further, since the literature asserts that both the narrow and 

broad view make valuable claims depending on the context, it is noteworthy to 

investigate in which contexts stakeholders’ definition is temporary and dependent on 

the situation or issue.  

Furthermore, another insight offered in this research paper is the theory of 

social construct (Rowley, 1997). The data analysis confirms the insights proposed by 

Rowley (1997). Before 2008 the project bureau made a common mistake to regard 

stakeholder relationships as a dyadic tie rather than a network of influences. The 

analysis demonstrates the current dynamic environment in which the Internet and 

other forms of communication technologies have the ability to empower fringe 

stakeholders into legitimate stakeholders with urgent demands. As Rowley points out 

understanding a network of influences enable social capital (Cohen and Prusak, 
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2000). Throughout the case the relationships between and with stakeholders enable 

collective action and access to resources. As a consequence, openness and 

transparency is promoted that enable the development of relationships, anticipation of 

change, co-creating solutions, and flexibility that stimulates continuous learning and 

growth. Ultimately, the theory of social construct, with the results of the case study 

demonstrates the current dynamic environment organizations operate in and why it is 

vital to facilitate good interactions with multiple actors within a network. The link 

between social construct and fringe stakeholders provide many new insights that are 

interesting to pursue. For academic and practical purposes, investigating fringe 

stakeholders’ social processes is valuable – profound insights in how stakeholders 

organize and partake in common interests.   

 The final insight is offered by the theory of RBV (Grant, 1991), which 

illustrates how organizations create distinctive capabilities through FSE. The analysis 

demonstrates that FSE improves relationships, funds goodwill, manages change, co-

creates solutions and stimulates learning and growth – which according to Grant 

(1991) develop competitive advantage through reducing risk, new opportunities, and 

trust and reputation. Examples include the extension of the Metro-line to Schiphol, 

increase in trust and reputation amongst local residents, and the conviction to 

complete the construction. However there is no evidence that FSE creates competitive 

advantage through competitive imagination. A possible explanation for this limitation 

is the context and nature of the project. The case study is context specific with many 

technical practicalities that were decided upon prior to the construction (Baetens, 

2012). Hence, during the construction many of the processes were rigid with no room 

for change. Because many processes influenced other processes, alterations require 

major change, time, and money. Resources the project bureau did not occupy. Hence, 

the results explaining competitive imagination were only evident in the co-creating 

solutions. The case study simply did not allow an explanation for the link between 

competitive imagination and competitive advantage. Therefore, for future research, it 

would be interesting to investigate FSE in a context where organizations are solely 

dependent on fringe stakeholder relationships. For example fast moving consumer 

good companies that demand engagement with multiple stakeholders to develop new 

products and services. According to the literature (Freeman, 1984; Grant, 1991; 
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Rowley, 1997) FSE is particularly significant because the broad scope enables a 

higher potency of shared knowledge, interaction, and trust.  

For future research, an interesting question that was raised was whether the 

results would be very different if another case/context was analyzed. What would a 

case study analysis suggest in a private, product-driven sector. Possibly, such a case 

could provide an explanation that FSE encourages innovations that develop 

competitive advantage. Ultimately, investigating different cases/contexts would make 

a stronger argument. Additionally, due to the scope and time for this research, the 

research design was limited to using a longitudinal element rather than a complete 

longitudinal study. A longitudinal study would have made a stronger case. The 

current design could be subject to a cognitive bias since some respondents were hired 

after the alteration in the engagement strategy. Although the cause-and-effect 

relationships of FSE were investigated, conducting multiple observations would 

enable more valuable insights about individual change, continuity, and future 

predictions. A longitudinal study would provide much more detail with an objective 

interpretation.  

In summary, all theories are interrelated and help understand the concept of 

FSE introduced by Hart and Sharma (2004). The case demonstrates the complexity 

and influence/power of fringe stakeholders. The data suggests that with the 

continuous development of communication technologies, more and more attention 

should be devoted to these remote and indirect stakeholders. Rather than disregarding 

them, investigate what other strategies can be developed to create value for the 

organization and their operating environment. In the current environment it is vital for 

an organization to adopt a flexible structure with an outward oriented approach. 

Growth is only realized when organizations act upon the changes in the market; to 

sense these changes FSE offers a competitive approach that enables relationship 

building, management of change, competitive imagination, and growth. Ultimately, 

this research paper offers valuable analytical generalizations that provide a basis for 

future statistical generalizations.  
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5.7 Academic and Practical Implications  

Since this research paper lends the concept of FSE by Hart and Sharma (2004) and 

interprets its value in a different context this paper makes valuable contributions on 

both an academic and practical level. 

 From a practical lens this paper contributes through investigating FSE in a 

real-life case study. The research provides insights in the complexity of the dynamic 

stakeholder environment whereby Hart and Sharma (2004) made valuable 

contributions through the concept of FSE.  To illustrate, in the research, the ‘burning 

platform’ in 2008 demanded a major alteration in their engagement strategy; 

consequently the case study offered a unique perspective to investigate the cause-and-

effect of FSE. Since many organizations still tend to struggle with CSR and SE 

(Caroll, 1999) the concept of FSE offers a good strategy to compete in the current 

dynamic environment. Firstly, FSE improves relationships and funds goodwill; this is 

not only evident in the direct aftermath of the subsidence but also in the following 

years. To illustrate, FSE enabled the discussion to extent the metro-line to Schiphol 

Airport. Consequently, coupled with a trust/reputation FSE indirectly attracts new 

projects. Secondly, FSE manages change more effectively; FSE stimulates richer 

interaction with a broader bandwidth of stakeholders. Hence sources of change are 

quickly anticipated and acted upon to ensure long term performance. Third, FSE 

encourages competitive imagination. Transparency and openness create trust, which 

lower barriers to engage. Thus FSE enables higher potency of shared knowledge and 

higher degree of competitive imagination, despite not showing proof of competitive 

advantage. Finally FSE stimulates continuous learning and growth. FSE stimulates 

the notion of social capital, consequently, lowering turnover rates and attaining high 

levels of consistency. Altogether, although there is no direct proof that FSE creates 

competitive advantage through competitive imagination it does help organizations to 

identify and prioritize their stakeholder that are vital for long-term performance.  

From a theoretical lens this research offers many valuable contributions. Since 

this research lends the concept of FSE, the theoretical relevance lies in the analytical 

generalizability. The argument, supported by the theories, claim that FSE creates 

value through improving relationships, managing change, competitive imagination, 

and continuous learning and growth. Illustrated in the conclusion, the results support 

the concept of FSE where the findings can be generalized to similar contexts where 
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FSE can be applied to all levels of the pyramid. Further, in the academic literature 

Hart and Sharma refer to the term fringe. However in light of this analysis, fringe 

stakeholders are as equal as direct or salient stakeholders. Hence, due to the network 

of influences and other external factors demonstrated in this report; fringe 

stakeholders become salient stakeholders.  

For future research, developing a database with multiple cases would offer a 

broader perspective of the diverse FSE processes undertaken and their implications. 

Moreover the multiple cases allow statistical generalizability and further 

proof/explanation that FSE creates competitive advantage. Furthermore, the literature 

mentioned the notion of issue saliency introduced by Bundy et al. (2013). Bundy et al. 

claim that organizations should identify and prioritize stakeholders in terms of issues. 

Specifically in this case study, as specific issues surfaced, certain stakeholders were 

revealed that were initially not considered as a serious stakeholder. This explanation 

also deems useful in explaining ‘The Principle of Who and What Really Counts’ 

(Freeman, 1994) because it offers an alternative solution to Bryson’s (2004) claim 

that not stakeholders’ demands can be met. However, as a counter argument issue 

saliency seems reactive since certain stakeholders are only identified and prioritized 

when certain issues are brought to light, which in many cases too late. Altogether, the 

concept of FSE by Hart and Sharma (2004) proves its value in the construction of the 

Noord/Zuidlijn and offers new insights on FSE. 
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7. APPENDIX  

1. Interview Questions  
A) Questions for Noord/Zuidlijn Project Bureau  

Background Information  
1. Could you please describe your current position/role/responsibilities within 

Noord/Zuidlijn project?  

Motivation to Engage Stakeholders  
2. What is the purpose of SE within Noord/Zuidlijn project? Your motivations and 

how/what are the result used/integrated?  

Stakeholder Engagement Process  

Stakeholder Identification & Mapping  

3. How are stakeholder’s identified/prioritized in Noord/Zuidlijn project, based on 

which factors/criteria?  

4. How do you evaluate effectiveness of SE, how do you evaluate completeness of 

you stakeholder landscape, what are important factors, has this changed over time?  

How  

5. Can you explain the relationship between stakeholder’s Noord/Zuidlijn project? 

How does Noord/Zuidlijn engage with stakeholders?  

6. Are there special units within Noord/Zuidlijn project that facilitate the 

stakeholders’ needs and understandings? Have these units changed over time, why?  

7. Do you deal/how do you deal with small or minority stakeholder groups/opinions?  

8. Have you had situations where stakeholders caused major impact, how are you 

using those learning’s in your current stakeholder approach?  

Managing Change  

9. Has Noord/Zuidlijn changed its SE strategy over time (new vs. old) why? Is this 

due to technological/market changes? What factors influenced the change? 

Competitive Imagination  
10. Have minority stakeholders had an impact/influence in the area of innovation/new 

ideas?  

11. In the past, have there been innovations due to engaging with minority groups?  

Why  

12. In your own opinion, what are the benefits of SE? Are there costs reasons to 

engage/not engage with minority stakeholders?  
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13. What are some key factors that determine a successful SE?  

14. Do you think it is fruitful to engage minority stakeholders and why?  

 

B) Questions for fringe stakeholders 
Background Information 

1. Could you please describe your relation with the Noord/Zuidlijn project?   

2. Do you perceive yourself as a minority a powerful stakeholder within the 

Noord/Zuidlijn project, has this perception changed?  

Why and How 
3. From your perspective how has the communication of the Noord/Zuidlijn project 

changed? Before and after 2008? 

4. What was your experience on the communication with the Noord/Zuidlijn project? 

Has this experience changed, how/why?  

5. Have there been situations where you caused major impact, or where the 

Noord/Zuidlijn project listened to you?  

6. Have you had any influence in the field of innovations or finding solutions for the 

Noord/Zuidlijn project? 

7. Do you believe it is fruitful to engage with minority stakeholders groups? 

 

	  

2. Explanation of the nature of this research study  

Welke extra waarde kunnen organisaties creëren met onbekende stakeholders?  

 

Bart Goense is student Marketing aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam. Voor zijn 

afstudeerscriptie wil hij bij Metro&Tram onderzoek doen naar het bestaan van 

zogenaamde ‘fringe’ stakeholders. Dit zijn stakeholders zonder een directe link met 

het project of bedrijf, maar die toch een bepaalde invloed kunnen hebben.  

 

Over het doel van zijn onderzoek schrijft Bart: 

“Het doel van mijn project is om empirisch te onderzoeken wat de kosten en baten 

voor de organisatie zijn bij de totstandkoming van organisatiebetrokkenheid door 

‘fringe’ stakeholders”. 
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Bart gaat voor ons onderzoeken welke stakeholderstrategie Metro&Tram heeft bij de 

bouw van de Noord/Zuidlijn, of fringe stakeholders hierin ook een plaats hebben, en 

wat de eventuele waarde van die fringe stakeholders is.  

In het kort:  

− Hoe wordt naar stakeholders gekeken, wordt er een onderscheid gemaakt in 

primaire en secundaire stakeholders (wat zijn die factoren)?  

− Zijn stakeholder strategieën veranderd in de loop van het project, waarom?  

− Wordt het belang van fringe stakeholders in overweging genomen, welk 

belang en waarom?  

 

Het onderzoek moet opleveren of het betrekken van fringe stakeholders waarde 

toevoegt voor de organisatie en welke waarde dat dan is. 

 

Onderdeel van het onderzoek is dat Bart een aantal in- en externe partijen in een uur 

interviewt in het kader van zijn onderzoek. Hij gebruikt als basis een specifieke 

vragenlijst. 

Alle informatie die hij verzamelt blijft anoniem en wordt alleen voor dit onderzoek 

gebruikt.  
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3. Overview of Noord/Zuidlijn Project 

 
 
 

4. Sample Rationale  

Interview 
number  

Interviewee Function  Duration 

1 Hoite Detmar (Director 

Surroundings and 

Travelers)  

Responsible for stakeholder 

management and surroundings 

communication 

1 hour  

2 Alex Sheerazi (Head of 

Communications)  

Responsible for all 

communications and the strategic 

connection between its operations 

and surroundings 

1 hour  
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3 Freddy Elink 

Schuurman (Online 

Advisor)  

Responsible for the development 

of the online communications 

(currently part-time after setup)  

1 hour 

and 15 

minutes 

4 Boukje Witten (Project 

Supervisor: Rokin and 

Vijzelgracht) 

Responsible for on-site 

surroundings management for 

Rokin station and Vijzegracht 

station  

1 hour  

5 Ries Jelier (Senior 

Supervisor: Rokin)  

Responsible for the operational 

quality of the contractors and its 

impact on the surroundings 

1 hour  

6 Peter Doeswijk (Shop 

Owner, Vijzelgracht)  

Owner of a bookstore situated on 

the Vijzelgracht 11, since the 

beginning of the N/Z project  

30 

minutes  

7 Kees Winkel (Local 

Resident, Vijzelgracht)  

Local resident situated on the 

Vijzelgracht 10, since the 

beginning of the N/Z project  

45 

minutes  

 

5. Coding Scheme  

Theme  Code Frequency  Brief illustration  

Motivation to engage 

Building relationships  31 

Connection with 

networks (all 

interviewees)  

Reputation building 20 Reputation mattress  

Legitimacy to operate 6 
You cannot do it alone 

(Detmar)  

Knowledge sharing  21 
Local knowledge 

(Sheerazi)  

Regaining trust  17 
After the subsidence of 

2008  

Improving 

relationships and 
Proactive engagement 4 

Sensitivity, openness (all 

interviewees)  
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funding goodwill  
On site project 

supervisors  
5 

To regain trust, 

openness, equality, unity 

(Witten & Jelier)  

Transparency  32 
No more condescending 

promises (Sheerazi)  

Sensitivity (understanding 

network of influences) 
5 

Het Parool; negative 

media publicity  

Openness  28 

michelin	  star	  restaurant	  	  

www.hierzijnwij.nu	  

(corporate	  website)	  	  

Managing change  

Public agenda setting  25 
Online, facilitating 

concerns  

Sensitivity  5 
Use example of online 

and onsite supervisors 

Openness 28 Public agenda setting  

Facilitating concerns  11 

Examples of onsite 

supervisors dealing with 

concerns etc.  

Competitive 

imagination  

Open/transparent 

communication  
15 

Online and onsite 

engagement (discussing 

challenges with local 

residents  

Online discussions  16 Extension to schiphol  

On site project 

supervisors  
5 

Cooling element 

solution, mention more 

in results  

Co-creating solutions  12 
Online and onsite 

participation  

Local knowledge  9 Water levels, cracks  
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Continuous learning 

and growth  

Organic growth  12 

All interviewees mention 

organic growth; no 

specific strategy, only 

values  

Flexibility  6 

Regaining trust, 

anticipating changes 

(Sheerazi & Schuurman) 

Sensitivity  5 
Adopting a facilitating 

role (Schuurman)  

Openness 28 Relationship building  

Transparency 32 
Core value: webstrategy, 

3* michelin restaurant  

 

6. Ferdinand Bol maakt vuist 
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7. Het Rommelt in de bouwput 

 
 

 


